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EDITORS NOTE: The views and opinions expressed in the articles and reports are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of 
Western Washington Area 72 or Alcoholics Anonymous. 
  

NEWSLETTER POLICY 
The policy of the Washington Area Newsletter is to provide a communication tool and to communicate the business of the Western Washington Area. This 

business includes elections, committee appointments, special committee activities and status, motions, elected officers’ activities, Standing Committees’ activities and 
significant events which carry the message of AA to the still suffering alcoholic. It also includes keeping a calendar of events that come to the Editor’s attention. 

The Western Washington Area is comprised of 41 districts as of January 2007. Districts’ reports are encouraged. Reports on Service events that were successes 
or had problems would be helpful to other districts. The fliers of “Service” events will be printed in the Newsletter and noted in the “Area Activities Calendar”. 
Other events, i.e. campouts, luncheons, picnics will be noted in the “Area Happenings”. 

The Newsletter will request input each month from the Western WA Officers and each of the Standing Committee Chairs. Each Standing Committee can 
feature a method of carrying the message in their sphere of duty. 

The Western WA Area Newsletter Editor reserves the right of refusal to print any flyers or articles in the Newsletter if in the editor’s opinion, they are not 
consistent with the three aspects of recovery, unity, and service, or if they contain foul language or personal attacks. All submissions must be signed anonymous 
articles are not permitted. 

The Western WA Area Newsletter will be distributed monthly free of charge to the elected and appointed officers of the Western Washington Area, the DCM’s 
and Alternate DCM’s, all the GSR’s of the registered groups in the Washington Area, past Delegates, GSO, Pacific Region Trustee, Pacific Region Newsletter 
Editors that reciprocate and the 15 Pacific Region Delegates. However, the Western Washington Area Newsletter is intended to be shared with all the members of 
the fellowship. Homegroups or individuals may subscribe for $12 per year if they would like their own copy. They are to send their name, address and check (payable 
to Western Washington Area Newsletter) to the Newsletter Editor at the address above. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 
This is a confidential document for AA members only. It contains members’ last names, addresses and phone numbers. Please respect our anonymity. 
Western Washington Area Newsletter is published monthly by: 

Western Washington Area of Alcoholics Anonymous | 22806 17th Ave S, Des Moines, WA. 98198 | Nonprofit # 794-852 

Its purpose is to facilitate communication within the membership of AA. Opinions expresses are not to be attributed to Alcoholics Anonymous, or the Western 
Washington Area, except when Conference-approved publications are quoted. Articles from AA World Services, Inc. (A.A.W.S.) and the AA Grapevine, Inc. (as well 
as other publications) appearing herein are reprinted with permission. 
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EVENTS AT A GLANCE 

 

 
2018 Western Washington Area 72 Assembly 

October 5 - 7 2018 
See program on page 20 and 
registration form on page 27 

 

Hotel Murano 
1320 Broadway Plaza 
Tacoma, WA 98402 

· Register online at  
https://area72aa.org/2018-area-assembly/2018-assembly-registration/ 

· Contact assembly2018@area72aa.org with questions. 

Standing Committee Quarterly Business Meetings 

Saturday, October 20 Accessibility Committee Business Meeting 9am Greater Seattle Intergroup, 5507 6th Ave. S. Seattle 98108 

Other Events 

Saturday, October 13 ASL FUNdraiser Fall Harvest Game Night!!! 2pm-6pm Greater Seattle Intergroup, 5507 6th Ave. S. Seattle 98108 

October 19 – 20 Eastside Intergroup Open House See flyer 13401 Bel-Red Road, Suite B6, Bellevue 98005 

Sunday, October 21 Grapevine Workshop 1pm-5pm Sky Valley Alano Club, 625 Ford St., Snohomish 98290 

Saturday, October 27 District 45 Pre-Gratitude Banquet 5pm Star Center, 3873 S 66th St, Tacoma 98409 

Saturday, October 27 34 Oaks Fellowship Hall Halloween Potluck Noon–6pm 1731 Baker Ave, Everett 98201 

Future Tripping 

November 2-4, 2018 National AA Corrections Conference  Marriott, 200 Sable Oaks Drive, South Portland, ME 04106 

Saturday, November 3 Central Seattle Gratitude Banquet (Dist. 15, 40 & 41)   

Saturday, November 10 PI/CPC Committee Business Meeting 9am-3pm Faith Family Christian Center, 2203 38th Ave, Longview 98632 

Saturday, November 17 District 34 Gratitude Dinner 6pm North Bellevue Comm Ctr, 4063 148th Ave NE, Bellevue 98007 

January 3-6, 2019 Western Area Conference of Young People in AA  The Grove Hotel, 245 S. Capitol Blvd Boise Idaho 83702 

January 4-5, 2019 Area Quarterly Business Meeting  SeaTac Community Center, 13735 24th Ave South, SeaTac, 98168 

February 1-2, 2019 Symposium on A.A. History  El Retiro San Iñigo, 300 Manresa Way, Los Altos, CA 94022 

March 1-3, 2019 Pacific Region AA Service Assembly (PRAASA)  Irvine Marriott, 18000 Von Karman Ave, Irvine, CA 92612 

April 5-6, 2019 Area Quarterly Business Meeting  Tacoma 

June 21-23, 2019 Pacific Northwest Conference  Holiday Inn, 8439 NE Columbia Blvd, Portland, OR 97220 

July 12-13, 2019 Area Quarterly Business Meeting  Mount Vernon 

October 4-6, 2019 Area Assembly  Longview 

March 6-8, 2020 Pacific Region AA Service Assembly (PRAASA)  Arizona 

April 19-25, 2020 General Service Conference  New York, NY 

July 2-5, 2020 International Convention  Detroit, MI 

August 21-23, 2020 Pacific Regional Forum  Las Vegas, NV 

October 2-4, 2020 Area Assembly  Lynden 

October 1-3, 2021 Area Assembly  Lynnwood 

October 7-9,  2022 Area Assembly  Renton/Lake Washington 

Please see page 21 for event flyers and forms 
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Elected & Appointed Articles.............................................................. 4 2018 Assembly Program.......................................................................... 20 
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Intergroups & Central Offices............................................................. 9 Flyers, Events, and Forms..................................................................... 21 

Member Articles...................................................................................... 10 2018 Assembly Registration................................................................... 27 

Concept of the Month............................................................................ 11 Contribution, Subscription, and Group Change Forms............... 28 
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Articles of the Month 

The topic for this month is: 

“Love and tolerance of others is our code.” 

Our newsletter is made up of articles shared by Western 
Washington Area 72 members and trusted servants 

If you would like your AA related article (story, history, 
poem, joke, sketch, trivia, etc.) published in next month’s 
newsletter, please send it to articles@area72aa.org by 
Monday, October 22nd, 2018. The topic for November is: 

“Our Stories Disclose” 

                                                                                         

Elected Servants 

DELEGATE 

LOVE AND TOLERANCE OF OTHERS IS 
OUR CODE. 

Jim from the Dry Tribe Group and I have been 
friends for years. Recently, I felt the blues soon 
after an automobile accident. That evening, Jim 
asked, “Have you read page 112 in the Big Book?”. 
I said “Yes, although I could not remember exactly 
what the page said. Then he asked me to read the 
first three words at the top of the page. They said 
“READ THIS BOOK …”. We laughed and I 
decided to read what our key books have to say 
about love and/or tolerance. Here is a summary of 
what I found. 

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - All of the 
following statements are reprinted from Alcoholics 
Anonymous with permission of AA World 
Services, Inc.: 

PAGE 19 - THERE IS A SOLUTION 
Most of us sense that real tolerance of other 
people’s shortcomings and viewpoints and a 
respect for their opinions are attitudes which make 
us more useful to others. Our very lives, as ex-
problem drinkers, depend upon constant thought 
of others and how we may help meet their needs. 

PAGE 66-67 – HOW IT WORKS 
This was our course: We realized that the people 
who wronged us were perhaps spiritually sick. 
Though we did not like their symptoms and the 
way these disturbed us, they, like ourselves, were 
sick too. We asked God to help us show them the 
same tolerance, pity, and patience that we would 
cheerfully grant a sick friend.  

PAGE 70 – HOW IT WORKS 
We have begun to learn tolerance, patience, and 
good will toward all men, even our enemies, for we 
look on them as sick people. We have listed the 
people we have hurt by our conduct, and are willing 
to straighten out the past if we can. 

PAGE 83 – INTO ACTION 
So, we clean house with the family, asking each 
morning in meditation that our Creator show us the 
way of patience, tolerance, kindliness and love. 

PAGE 84 – INTO ACTION 
This thought brings us to Step Ten, which suggests 
we continue to take personal inventory and 
continue to set right any new mistakes as we go 
along. We vigorously commenced this way of living 
as we cleaned up the past. We have entered the 
world of the Spirit. Our next function is to grow in 
understanding and effectiveness. This is not an 
overnight matter. It should continue for our 
lifetime. Continue to watch for selfishness, 
dishonesty, resentment, and fear. When these crop 
up, we ask God at once to remove them. We 
discuss them with someone immediately and make 
amends quickly if we have harmed anyone. Then 

we resolutely turn our thoughts to someone we can 
help. Love and tolerance of others is our code. 

PAGE 118 – TO WIVES 
Your husband knows he owes you more than 
sobriety. He wants to make good. Yet you must not 
expect too much. His ways of thinking and doing 
are the habits of years. Patience, tolerance, 
understanding and love are the watchwords. Show 
him these things in yourself and they will be 
reflected back to you from him. Live and let live is 
the rule. If you both show a willingness to remedy 
your own defects, there will be little need to 
criticize each other. 

PAGE 122 – THE FAMILY AFTERWARD 
All members of the family should meet upon the 
common ground of tolerance, understanding and 
love. This involves a process of deflation. The 
alcoholic, his wife, his children, his “in-laws,” each 
one is likely to have fixed ideas about the family’s 
attitude towards himself or herself. Each is 
interested in having his or her wishes respected. We 
find the more one member of the family demands 
that the others concede to him, the more resentful 
they become. This makes for discord and 
unhappiness. And why? Is it not because each 
wants to play the lead? Is not each trying to arrange 
the family show to his liking? Is he not 
unconsciously trying to see what he can take from 
the family life rather than give? 

PAGE 125 – THE FAMILY AFTERWARD 
We families of Alcoholics Anonymous keep few 
skeletons in the closet. Everyone knows about the 
others’ alcoholic troubles. This is a condition 
which, in ordinary life, would produce untold grief; 
there might be scandalous gossip, laughter at the 
expense of other people, and a tendency to take 
advantage of intimate information. Among us, 
these are rare occurrences. We do talk about each 
other a great deal, but we almost invariably temper 
such talk by a spirit of love and tolerance. 

PAGE 127 – THE FAMILY AFTERWARD 
The family must realize that dad, though 
marvelously improved, is still convalescing. They 
should be thankful he is sober and able to be of this 
world once more. Let them praise his progress. Let 
them remember that his drinking wrought all kinds 
of damage that may take long to repair. If they 
sense these things, they will not take so seriously his 
periods of crankiness, depression, or apathy, which 
will disappear when there is tolerance, love, and 
spiritual understanding. 

PAGES 137-138 – TO EMPLOYERS 
Nearly every modern employer feels a moral 
responsibility for the well-being of his help, and he 
tries to meet these responsibilities. That he has not 
always done so for the alcoholic is easily 
understood. To him the alcoholic has often seemed 
a fool of the first magnitude. Because of the 
employee’s special ability, or of his own strong 
personal attachment to him, the employer has 
sometimes kept such a man at work long beyond a 
reasonable period. Some employers have tried 
every known remedy. In only a few instances has 
there been a lack of patience and tolerance. And we, 
who have imposed on the best of employers, can 
scarcely blame them if they have been short with 
us. 

TWELVE STEPS AND TWELVE 
TRADITIONS - All of the following statements 
are reprinted from Twelve Steps and Twelve 
Traditions with permission of AA World Services, 
Inc.: 

 

PAGE 58 – STEP 5 
Another great dividend we may expect from 
confiding our defects to another human being is 
humility—a word often misunderstood. To those 
who have made progress in A.A., it amounts to a 
clear recognition of what and who we really are, 
followed by a sincere attempt to become what we 
could be. Therefore, our first practical move 
toward humility must consist of recognizing our 
deficiencies. No defect can be corrected unless we 
clearly see what it is. But we shall have to do more 
than see. The objective look at ourselves we 
achieved in Step Four was, after all, only a look. All 
of us saw, for example, that we lacked honesty and 
tolerance, that we were beset at times by attacks of 
self-pity or delusions of personal grandeur. But 
while this was a humiliating experience, it didn’t 
necessarily mean that we had yet acquired much 
actual humility. Though now recognized, our 
defects were still there. Something had to be done 
about them. And we soon found that we could not 
wish or will them away by ourselves. 

PAGE 72 - STEP 7 
But whenever we had to choose between character 
and comfort, the character-building was lost in the 
dust of our chase after what we thought was 
happiness. Seldom did we look at character-
building as something desirable in itself, something 
we would like to strive for whether our instinctual 
needs were met or not. We never thought of 
making honesty, tolerance, and true love of man 
and God the daily basis of living. 

PAGE 92 – STEP 10 
Finally, we begin to see that all people, including 
ourselves, are to some extent emotionally ill as well 
as frequently wrong, and then we approach true 
tolerance and see what real love for our fellows 
actually means. It will become more and more 
evident as we go forward that it is pointless to 
become angry, or to get hurt by people who, like 
us, are suffering from the pains of growing up. 

PAGE 106-107 - STEP 12 
Maybe there are as many definitions of spiritual 
awakening as there are people who have had them. 
But certainly, each genuine one has something in 
common with all the others. And these things 
which they have in common are not too hard to 
understand. When a man or a woman has a spiritual 
awakening, the most important meaning of it is that 
he has now become able to do, feel, and believe that 
which he could not do before on his unaided 
strength and resources alone. He has been granted 
a gift which amounts to a new state of 
consciousness and being. He has been set on a path 
which tells him he is really going somewhere, that 
life is not a dead end, not something to be endured 
or mastered. In a very real sense he has been 
transformed, because he has laid hold of a source 
of strength which, in one way or another, he had 
hitherto denied himself. He finds himself in 
possession of a degree of honesty, tolerance, 
unselfishness, peace of mind, and love of which he 
had thought himself quite incapable. What he has 
received is a free gift, and yet usually, at least in 
some small part, he has made himself ready to 
receive it. 

PAGES 111-112 – STEP 12 
Now comes the biggest question yet. What about 
the practice of these principles in all our affairs? 
Can we love the whole pattern of living as eagerly 
as we do the small segment of it we discover when 
we try to help other alcoholics achieve sobriety? 
Can we bring the same spirit of love and tolerance 
into our sometimes deranged family lives that we 
bring to our A.A. group?  

mailto:articles@area72aa.org
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PAGE 141 – TRADITION 3 
How could we then guess that all those fears were 
to prove groundless? How could we know that 
thousands of these sometimes frightening people 
were to make astonishing recoveries and become 
our greatest workers and intimate friends? Was it 
credible that A.A. was to have a divorce rate far 
lower than average? Could we then foresee that 
troublesome people were to become our principal 
teachers of patience and tolerance? Could any then 
imagine a society which would include every 
conceivable kind of character, and cut across every 
barrier of race, creed, politics, and language with 
ease? 
Steve 

                                                                                         

ALTERNATE DELEGATE 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

CHAIRPERSON 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

ALTERNATE CHAIRPERSON 

I just wanted to take this opportunity to say thank 
you to the 2018 Assembly Host Committee and 
Volunteers. This year’s Host Committee was a very 
small, but dedicated group who really went above 
and beyond to pull this assembly together. So 
THANK YOU – Rayann S., Meghan K., Don P., 
Sandy G. & Mike D. You guys are TERRIFIC! I 
also want to thank all of you who volunteered at 
this year’s assembly. In mid-August we had a grand 
total of 2, yes that is right 2, volunteers registered! 
I send a slightly desperate and “arm-twisting” email 
to the DCMs as well as made announcements at the 
remaining preassemblies. The response to our call 
for help was frankly overwhelming. By time of 
badge printing we had close to 70 volunteers! I feel 
truly blessed to live in such an amazing area and to 
be given an opportunity to serve in the roles you 
have placed me in. Thank you! 

In case you haven’t been reading my articles and 
didn’t already know…  

A “perk” of being your Alternate Chairperson is I 
get asked to facilitate group inventories, be on 
panels and workshops. I love this part of service in 
AA. Yes – I am one of those people that find 
group/district inventories super fun and imperative 
to the overall health of a group/district. I am happy 
to help out in any way I can, so please don’t hesitate 
to ask me! 

Cheers! 
Heather Carmody 
WWA72 Alternate Chair - Panel 67  
(206) 661-0405 
altchair@area72aa.org  

                                                                                         

TREASURER 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

ALTERNATE TREASURER 

I have been so busy preparing reports and getting 
ready for the assembly that I have left this writing 
until the last minute. I have been thinking about the 
topic “Love and tolerance of others is our code,” 
and I get a bit overwhelmed on what to share about. 
The paragraph that proceeds that sentence is 
packed full of guidance and direction that it truly 
can keep us busy for our life. Two things that keep 

coming to mind for me: one, I will make mistakes. 
I am a human being. This was a huge lesson for me 
in my journey. I really thought serenity meant 
emotionless. This is far from the case. It is how I 
react when I am full of emotion that I focus on 
today. And even when in these situations I don’t 
handle them the way I would like, I have a remedy 
today in the 10th Step.  

The second thing that keeps coming to mind is our 
past Delegate from Utah Keith. Keith is serving on 
the finance committee this rotation and I have been 
privileged to spend some time with him and have 
chats on the phone. I want to be like my friend 
Keith when I grow up. The love and tolerance he 
shows all those about him is an example that I try 
to emulate in my life. Sometimes when I am dealing 
with the business of the Area I can get so focused 
on one issue and lose sight of the big picture. 
Everyone in service is doing their best. They truly 
love AA. We are here to help the still suffering 
alcoholic. Keith helps me keep my perspective 
clear.  

I hope at the assembly you have time to chat with 
some of our past delegates. They are a wealth of 
information and amazing people.  

Yours In Service, 
Crystal S., Alt. Treasurer 

                                                                                         

Appointed Servants 

ACCESSIBILITY 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

ARCHIVES CHAIR 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

COOPERATION WITH THE 
PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 
                                                                                         

CORRECTIONS 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

GRAPEVINE AND LITERATURE 

Hey Area 72!  

Did you know there is a new Grapevine book 
available? It is titled One Big Tent and features 
stories from atheists and agnostics. I will have a few 
at the October Assembly. Come to the Grapevine 
and Literature display and check it out. I will also 
have a case of soft cover Big Books and other soft 
cover books for purchase in case you need a book 
to donate to the Corrections Big Book Drive.  

See you at the Assembly! 

Karla 

                                                                                         

LANGUAGE CHAIR 

Hello Area 72! 

It’s been a busy month leading up to the Assembly 
and documents needing Spanish translation have 
been coming in at a steady pace during the last few 
weeks.  

Our Assembly interpretation teams for both ASL 
and Spanish were set up much earlier in the year 
and they include some great people like Ginevra 
(ASL), and Beatriz (Spanish), who have been 

working with AA and Area 72 for many years. If 
you have a chance during the Assembly drop by 
and say hello to them! 

The Accessibility Chair, Keri and I co-hosted an ad-
hoc committee on creating a Western Washington 
central language fund in early September. We had 
an interesting discussion about which direction to 
take and whether the Area should be involved or 
not. A follow-up meeting is scheduled to take place 
after the Accessibility Quarterly. 

Our Newsletter Editor, Carina, and I met with the 
company that handles translation of Area 
documents and our Newsletter. It was a very 
productive meeting and one of the items we 
discussed was using crowdsourcing to help do a 
quality check on machine translated documents. It 
relies on using volunteers that have access to online 
tools to edit. Very cool stuff, and WWA could be 
the pilot program for this and serve as the model 
for other Areas in the US to use.  

And lastly, I am grateful that Love and Tolerance 
of others is our code. We all need to be reminded 
of that occasionally and to remember to spread 
unity and love instead of discord and separateness. 

In grateful service, 
Phil 

                                                                                         

NEWSLETTER EDITOR 

Here I sit late on a Saturday evening again. 
According to the schedule I had made for myself, I 
wanted to have this Newsletter sent to the Area 
Committee and contributing members for review 
by yesterday evening. I had hoped to write some 
sort of inspirational story about this month’s topic 
“Love and Tolerance” but then I caught myself 
wondering “Can the Newsletter Editor get away 
with not writing an article this month?” And I’ve 
been really enjoying making crossword puzzles, and 
I thought it would be really fun to have one related 
to the motions that folks could fiddle with during 
next week’s assembly, but nope, I’ve simply ran out 
of time.  

Come on, Carina, is there a point to all of this?  

Well, yes, there is. All of what I just described, well, 
that’s just my alcoholism. I find these words so 
comforting. I can feel myself immediately relax 
every time someone cares enough to remind me. 
My perfectionism, my self-talk that says I’m not 
doing “it” right, my self-doubt, and somewhat 
ironically, the part of me that says if I was doing AA 
right, I wouldn’t have these thoughts; all of this 
backwards thinking is nothing more but a symptom 
of my disease.  

The fact that I’m not drinking over it, is an utter 
miracle. 

But when I allow myself to get into such a space of 
self-judgement, I am also much more likely to judge 
others. Before I know it, I’m engaging in the old 
game. That particular twist of mind that says if I 
can just find others to judge, my self-righteous 
indignation will help me feel just a little bit better 
about myself. (Side note: I’m pretty sure this 
condition might be related the popularity of Reality 
TV.) 

But it doesn’t work. At least not for me. I need to 
absolutely avoid judgement and self-righteous 
indignation. If I don’t, I will eventually become 
depressed over the miserable state of the world and 
myself. If I become depressed, I will isolate. And 
then I will be exactly where my alcoholism wants 
me to be. You see, I am utterly convinced that my 
disease wants to kill me. 

mailto:altchair@area72aa.org
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But wait! The topic for this month is “Love and 
Tolerance is our code!” “I can remind myself that 
others might be working on character defects that 
are different than those I am working on. I can 
focus on attending to my side of the street. Isn’t it 
always humbling to remember that “Pointing a 
finger at somebody else, means three are pointing 
back at me”. (Ok, honestly, I have a bit of a 
resentment towards that last saying.) I can 
remember that every single person on earth is doing 
the very best that they can with the tools that they 
have. If they had better tools, they would use them. 
All of these things allow me to Love others for 
exactly who they are and Tolerate what I might 
otherwise consider less than stellar behavior.  

But why bother? Ah yes, that is the real beauty of it 
all, isn’t it? It is such a simple concept that my 
overly complicated mind has such a hard time 
grasping: When I find Love and Tolerance for 
others, I am also able to have Love and Tolerance 
for myself! 

And so here I sit, just a little bit later, having 
finished the Newsletter article that I didn’t want to 
write. I’m sure the Area Committee and other 
Newsletter contributors will forgive me for not 
sending the review draft out yesterday. As a matter 
of fact, I’m sure that most folks haven’t even 
noticed, and not because they don’t care, but rather 
because everyone is doing what they need to do, 
instead of being focused on what I’m doing. 
Nobody’s going to fault me for not having a cross-
word puzzle. That’s just silly, isn’t it? But 20 
minutes ago it seemed very real.  

How grateful I am for the tools that I have today. 
Even more so, how grateful I am that I have people 
in my life who care enough to tell me the truth, and 
comfort me with words such as, “It’s ok, Carina. 
That’s just your alcoholism.” 

I seriously look forward to seeing you all at the 
assembly! 

Yours in Love and Service, 
Carina Winters 
Area Newsletter Editor 
206.683.1106 
newsletter@area72aa.org  

                                                                                         

PUBLIC INFORMATION 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

REGISTRAR  

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

SECRETARY 

Love & Tolerance is our code!! I’m looking forward 
to seeing all of you at the Assembly! I am working 
my tail off, so I can clear my work schedule and be 
100% present come next weekend. Stick to the 
code! Also Free Stainy! 

 

SOUND 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

TREATMENT 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

WEB CHAIR 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

WEB SERVANT 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DCM Articles 

DISTRICT 1 
Spanish speaking region that encompasses all of 
Western Washington south of Lynnwood 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                                                             

DISTRICT 2 
Arlington, Camano Island, Granite Falls, 
Lakewood, Silvana, Smokey Point, Stanwood 
district2aa.org 

Hello Area 72! 

It's been so busy with so much going on I cannot 
believe it's October already. District 2 had its picnic 
in August in the picnic was combined with District 
12 and while the weather wasn't everything we 
wanted it stayed dry enough to have a wonderful 
day and so really special thanks to everybody that 
helped out and brought food and showed up it was 
a great time and special thanks to our picnic chair 
Elizabeth for doing an outstanding job. 

We are also having a open house which will have 
already happened by the time this newsletter comes 
out. But I know we are really excited at District 2 
to do this and hopefully make it an annual event so 
that everybody in our district can come and see 
what's going on at District 2 meetings, we plan on 
having a chili feed and cornbread and a chance to 
hear from all of our chair positions and elected 
positions. 

Are treatment chair Maynard k has also been very 
busy getting a new meeting started in the Smokey 
Point area at a lockdown facility which is happening 
on Mondays and Wednesday nights. It's been a 
great opportunity to get the word of AA into this 
facility for those in there who would like to hear it. 

District 2 is also having a gratitude banquet 
November 17th and hopefully I can follow up with 
more information by the next newsletter. 

It's been a great rotation so far and we still have a 
few months to make a difference and so very 
grateful for all the help we get at District 3, thanks. 

I would also like to thank Crystal, our area alt 
treasurer, for coming to our district meeting in 
September and doing a 7th Tradition presentation 
and also for taking questions from are district on 
some of the upcoming assembly motions 

Chuck 
Alt DCM 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 3 
Southeast Snohomish County: Lake Stevens, 
Snohomish, Monroe, Sultan, Goldbar, Index 
skyvalleydistrict3aa.org 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

DISTRICT 4 
West-East Skagit County: Burlington, Clear Lake, 
Concrete, Conway, Hamilton, LaConner, Mt. 
Vernon, Rockport, Sedro Woolley 
district4aa.weebly.com 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 7 
South Clark and Skamania Counties: South 
Vancouver Area, Camas, Washougal, Stevenson, 
Carson 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 
                                                                                         

DISTRICT 8 
Thurston & Mason Counties: Olympia, Shelton, 
Lacey, Tumwater, Hoodsport, Matlock, Rainier, 
Littlerock 
aadistrict8.org 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 9 
Central Tacoma: Fircrest 
piercecountyaa.org 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 10 
Kitsap Peninsula: Silverdale, Bainbridge Island, 
Kingston, Port Orchard, Poulsbo, Chico, Belfair, 
Olalla 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 11 
Whatcom County: Bellingham 
whatcomaa.org 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                                                             

DISTRICT 12 
North and East Snohomish County: Everett, 
Marysville 
snocoaa.org 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                                                             

DISTRICT 14 
West Seattle, White Center, Vashon Island 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 15 

Downtown Seattle, Mt. Baker, Columbia City, 
West Capitol Hill, First Hill, Beacon Hill, South 
Lake Union, Rainier Beach, Seward Park, SODO, 
Georgetown  

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 16 
Northeast Seattle, University District 
district16seattleaa.org 

Hello from District 16- 

We have thoroughly reviewed the motions and 
discussion topics for the upcoming assembly. And, 
our GSRs feel ready to go to the assembly with a 
knowledgeable group conscience  

We are still below our prudent reserve as detailed 
in the district handbook but, as a group, feel 
comfortable operating within a 3 month working 
reserve guideline. Therefore, it will be business as 
usual until further notice.  

mailto:newsletter@area72aa.org
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/district2aa.org
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/skyvalleydistrict3aa.org
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/district4aa.weebly.com
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/aadistrict8.org
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/piercecountyaa.org
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/whatcomaa.org
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/snocoaa.org
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/district16seattleaa.org
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Our district has a unique pair for DCM and alt 
DCM- a married couple! We are going to be out of 
town during the next DCM scheduled meeting. So, 
the group conscience was to cancel the meeting for 
October. So, please spread the news to all the 
district 16 GSRs that there will be NO October 
District meeting. We will resume our District 
meeting November 21 at 7pm at the University 
Lutheran Church. 

Come one, come all as we will need to discuss 
elections and the rotation of our trusted servants 
with elections in December.  

See you at the Assembly 

In loving service 
Kathleen Bokan 
DCM of District 16 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 17 
Seattle, Ballard 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 18 
Renton, Kent, Tukwila 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 19 
South Everett and Mukilteo 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 21 
Grays Harbor, Willapa Harbor, Aberdeen, 
Hoquiam, Montesano, Raymond 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 22 
North Olympic Peninsula: Port Angeles, Forks, 
Joyce, Beaver, LaPush, Sekiu, Clallam Bay, Neah 
Bay 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 24 
Southwest Snohomish County: Lynnwood, 
Edmonds 
district24.org 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 27 
Cowlitz, Pacific and Wahkiakum Counties: 
Longview-Kelso Area, Long Beach Peninsula 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 28 

Lewis County: Centralia, Chehalis 
lewiscountyaa.org 

Our district meeting is held the second Monday of 
every month, 6 till 8:30 it has been held at the 
Jackson Prairie church for the last couple years.  
Previously we have had some unforeseen responses 
by the pastor at that church over cursing of AA 
members in a non-church related meeting and are 
looking for a new place for a local long time (30+ 
years) meeting and district meeting. This past 
Sunday we had Ronnie Crawford from Camus and 
the Vancouver Intergroup come up and share his 
story of 36 years of service and Recovery, he had 
an amazing story to share & we were very grateful 

to have him. We have Corrections members taking 
meetings into the jails, our treatment chair and 
committee is taking panels into treatment facilities. 
Our website has had a bit of a bump in the road 
and hopefully will soon be on track again. The 
Hotline committee and chairs are productive 
answering phone calls as they come in. Presently we 
are getting ready for the Fall gratitude months and 
elections in November. Thank you for all you do 
area committee and chairs. 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 29 
Puyallup, Eatonville, Orting 

Hello everyone, 

I remember being very new and seeing somethings 
going on in meetings that I couldn't understand or 
like very much either. Didn't they know how 
serious this was, didn't they care about staying 
sober or where they just there to have social hour? 
What's wrong with these people? Well I sure had a 
lot to learn! I had no tolerance I was judgmental 
and the only thing I cared about was me. 

When you're new there's so many things we must 
do, we need not worry about others we just really 
need to focus on ourselves. Pages 62 thru 64 and 
84 thru 88 where introduced to me. I was told to 
read these pages daily I needed this program to 
work for me in the rooms of AA and outside as 
well. That code needed to be applied in so many 
places in my life and meant change!  

I had a mother-in-law who I did not get along with. 
She lived very close to my wife. She was in poor 
health, so my wife and I would take care of her. I 
had a to-do list of things I needed to do for her and 
every time I went there she would add to it! I would 
get just furious with her! I remember calling my 
sponsor, Will, and then doing it again. He'd say, 
“What is she doing?” and I would rant and rave 
about all things she needed me to do and he'd 
quietly listen. When I was done with my rant he’d 
ask me, “Tom, did you read 84-88 today?” Of 
course, I didn't, and I'd say, “No!” He’d say, “Tom 
read 84-88 and go stack her wood, pull the weeds 
and mow her lawn! WHERE YOU NOT 
LISTENING TO WHAT I JUST TOLD YOU?” 

“84-88. Stack her wood, pull the weeds, and mow 
her lawn.” I always quietly reminded I would go to 
any lengths to stay sober! So unwillingly I did it 
anyway. Over the course of that year I started to 
have quiet conversations with my mother-in-law. 
Things like, “Hey mom, I can't get to this today. 
would Tuesday be alright with you?” She’d say, 
“Sure.” 

In October of 2013 my Mother-in-Law passed 
away. It was a sad day for my family, because in that 
short period of sobriety, I learned to Love my 
Mother-in-Law. My relationship with her had 
changed, and she loved me too! We can't change 
people, but we can change our Love and Tolerance. 

God Grant me the Serenity to except the things I 
cannot change. 

The Courage to change the things I can and The 
Wisdom to know the difference! 

Tom F. 
DCM District 29 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 31 
Burien, Des Moines, SeaTac, Tukwila 
district31aa.org 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 32 

Auburn, Federal Way 
district32aa.org 

Love And Tolerance Of Others Is Our Code 

District 32 is alive, well and growing. Our yearly 
proposed budget has been accepted. And there is 
Great attendance in our monthly business 
meetings.  We are excited about the chance to grow 
in service as well as in size this next year. I have 
noticed that the district committee members are 
dedicated toward Service and being the best trusted 
servants that they can possibly be. The 
communications skills, teamwork, and comradery 
are second to none. Making District 32 the Best 
District in Area 72! We invite all who would like to 
join in our monthly meetings. 

Love and Tolerance had never been my strong suit 
before I became a member of Alcoholics 
Anonymous. Even then it took a good while for me 
to accept that others had the right to not tolerate or 
like me. I fought against almost everything even 
when my sponsor reminded time and time again to 
cease fighting anything and everyone. During my 
first two years I remember once or twice saying, “all 
these people are really getting on my last nerve!” I 
must have had my sponsor and other members of 
the fellowship shaking their heads in amazement 
that I hadn’t drank yet. As our Creator granted me 
experiences capable of developing within me an 
attitude of patience, tolerance, kindness and love. I 
realized that I was not tolerating others as much as 
they were tolerating the phases of my development. 
Then I realized that I had developed the ability to 
feel something I hadn’t felt in a long, long time. It 
was Love that I felt, and not only love but love for 
others! I didn’t think I would ever experience that 
joy again! Today most of my family relations have 
been restored, and I am amazed at how far away 
from the edge of Hell and Destruction I have come. 
The principals I am living by today have given me 
a life worth living, and a joy that replaces any 
fleeting thought of obsession or temptation that 
crosses my mind. I thank the God of my 
understanding for delivering me to the program of 
Alcoholics Anonymous, and the Loving Tolerant 
people who Loved me until I could learn to love 
myself and others! Having the opportunity to be in 
service almost throughout my entire 9 years, 
11 months, and 9 days in the program. And 
especially now as the Alt DCM for District 32. I am 
humbled and filled with a deep sense of gratitude 
and responsibility to my fellow members. I 
specifically want to recognize the newcomer as the 
important life blood and future of the AA way of 
life!  

Morgan Dotson 
Alt DCM District 32 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 33 
Maple Valley, Covington, Black Diamond, Hobart, 
Summit, and East Kent 
district33aa.org 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 
                                                                                         

DISTRICT 34 
Bellevue, Redmond, East Lake Sammamish, 
Mercer Island 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 35 
Issaquah, South Sammamish Plateau 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/district24.org
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/lewiscountyaa.org
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/district31aa.org
file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/district32aa.org
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DISTRICT 36 
North East King County: Snoqualmie Valley, 
Duvall, North Bend, Carnation, Fall City, Preston, 
Snoqualmie Pass 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 
                                                                                         

DISTRICT 37 
North Clark County, North Skamania County, 
North Vancouver, Battleground, Woodland, 
Orchards 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 
                                                                                         

DISTRICT 38 
Kirkland 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 
                                                                                         

DISTRICT 39 
Bothell, Kenmore, Woodinville 
district39aa.org 

Love and Tolerance of others is our code.  

My background is in the construction industry. I 
depended on others to do their part, right and on 
time. This environment did not nurture much 
tolerance of someone’s shortcomings. Add the 
emotional immaturity of an alcoholic to the mix 
and you have a formula for future amends: a lot of 
them. Plus, intolerance was a big reason to drink. 

Now I’m sober and find love and tolerance is 
possible and desirable in situations I could not have 
imagined. For example, service... 

Love and tolerance is probably the main reason it 
takes so long to get anything done in AA. At our 
best we understand most things are not an 
emergency. So, we welcome minority opinions. We 
adjust our plans and methods to include the ideas 
of others. We address unexpected change with a 
considered response, usually after talking it over 
with others. Tradition Nine advises us to serve, not 
govern. It makes AA a safe place to be thoughtful. 

Example: If I find myself getting upset because 
someone in AA did not do what they said they 
would do, it only takes a spot check to discover my 
part. The most common thoughtless character trait: 
impatience. I create an expectation, and try to avoid 
disappointment by conjuring up all kinds of ways 
to get things back on track or express frustration 
when I can’t. When my mind is so stewed in my 
impatience I can harm myself. And I can harm a 
whole group by causing disunity. A meditation on 
acceptance is the solution. 

I cannot imagine feeling secure in my sobriety 
without acceptance. When I experience the love 
and tolerance of others I heal. I change. And as I 
practice love and tolerance of others I get attracted 
to being with them, serving with them. 
Appreciating them.  

About District 39... 

As of this writing we have all elected position filled 
for our next rotation except DCM. District 39 
GSRs are letting home groups know this is an 
unfilled need. I have full confidence D39 will 
respond to this. it is not a crisis. 

Our Stories Disclose, Third Edition... 

The OSD3 committee is hearing so much support 
for a Third Edition we decided to get busy 
collecting histories now. We only have a year to get 
them done. District 18 has turned in several already. 
Guidelines will be handed out at our Assembly. 
One suggestion: Put them in a word doc and email 
them in if possible. Send to: 

grouphistories@area72aa.org. That helps everyone 
on the team. 

In Love and Service, 
Jim F., DCM 
                                                                                         

DISTRICT 40 

East-Central Seattle: East Capitol Hill, Madrona, 
Madison Beach 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 
                                                                                         

DISTRICT 41 
North-Central Seattle: Queen Anne, Magnolia 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 
                                                                                         

DISTRICT 42 
Northwest Seattle, Shoreline, Lake Forest Park 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 
                                                                                                                             

DISTRICT 43 
Peninsula cities: Burley, Fox Island, Gig Harbor, 
Home, Lakebay, Manchester, Olalla, Port 
Orchard, Retsil 
aadistrict43.org 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 44 
North Tacoma 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 45 
Southwest Pierce County: South Tacoma, 
Lakewood, Parkland, Spanaway, Steilacoom 

Love and Tolerance of Others is Our Code 

What’s a code? 

The best definition, in this case is: a set of rules and 
standards adhered to by a society, class, or 
individual. 

I truly love the idea that I have a code. Right away, 
I think of the John Wayne movie “The Shootist” 
where John Wayne’s character, John Bernard 
Books, speaks of a “code” of rules he uses to live 
by; “I won't be wronged. I won't be insulted. I 
won't be laid a-hand on. I don't do these things to 
other people, and I require the same from them.” 

Pretty good code, kind of.  

Unfortunately, or fortunately, things aren’t that 
simple and there may be times where I am 
wronged, or I may be insulted and there may be 
occasions when others don’t quite respect me. 
What then? How do I deal with personal affronts 
of this nature? It’s a sure bet I can’t beat them up 
or shoot ‘em.  

But, I do have the code that A.A. has taught me, 
“Love and tolerance of others is our code.” 

When I break this down I see that the sentence 
combines “love and tolerance”, it doesn’t set them 
apart with a comma, as it would in, “love, and 
tolerance”. This is a special kind of love and a 
special kind of tolerance that rely on each other for 
a more complete and satisfying effect on our hearts 
and the hearts of others. Tolerance, in and of itself, 
is certainly not necessarily very loving. If I were to 
walk up to someone and tell them I tolerate them 
very much, I shouldn’t expect that they would take 
it very well.  

By the time this code enters into in my program, 
Step Ten, I should have come face to face with 
myself, my disease, my powerlessness, and my 

pesky character defects. I have admitted them to 
God, myself, and another human being. I’ve listed 
those individuals I’ve harmed, and I have begun 
making meaningful amends to them all.  

Even more than all that I have established a faith in 
my Higher Power that has given me the peace and 
serenity that can only come from a reliance on a 
Loving God. A God that has taken all of me and 
will do as He sees fit with me. 

As I reflect on the Third and Seventh Step prayers, 
I see that I have offered myself completely to God, 
the good and the bad. I want Him to use me in a 
manner that He deems necessary. If I have come to 
understand that my God wants nothing but the best 
for me, I can offer Him nothing but the best of me. 
My Gods bidding for me is to reflect Him to those 
around me. 

Step Ten goes on to say “… we have ceased 
fighting anything or anyone ...” 

That’s a pretty comprehensive list – “anything or 
anyone”. It doesn’t leave much doubt as to what, 
or who we should cease fighting. 

On page 85 in the book Alcoholics Anonymous it 
says, “Every day is a day when we must carry the 
vision of God’s will into all our activities. “How can 
I best serve Thee – Thy will (not mine) be done.” 
These are thoughts which must go with us 
constantly.” (emphasis added) It doesn’t leave 
much doubt as to which activities this applies to, or 
as to when. 

So, how do I do that?  

It is only with a code of “love and tolerance of 
others” that I can practice this with any 
effectiveness at all, and only with the help of a 
loving and understanding God. 

At the end of almost every meeting, for the last 42 
years, I’ve asked God to forgive me my trespasses, 
as I forgive those who trespass against me. To me 
this means in the same manner. I am saying “God, 
please forgive me my trespasses, in the same 
manner as I forgive those who trespass against 
me”. 

If I give incomplete forgiveness, then please God, 
give me incomplete forgiveness. No, that’s not the 
kind of forgiveness, tolerance and love I have come 
to expect from my God, so, therefore, it should not 
be the same forgiveness, tolerance and love that I 
extend to others. 

CCR said it well –  

You, who are on the road 
Must have a code that you can live by 

So, while I trudge this road of Happy Destiny, I will 
do my best to incorporate this beautiful code of 
“love and tolerance of others” into all I do. 

Thanks –  
Don Nagorski 
DCM, District 45 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 46 
Whidbey and San Juan Islands: Anacortes 
aawadistrict46.weebly.com 

This month District 46 is meeting in Anacortes for 
our elections, which will be facilitated by Shu. 

Love and Tolerance 

When I came to Alcoholics Anonymous, I believed 
I was unlovable, and not many people tolerated me. 
The love and patience and tolerance I was met with 
astonished me. I did not believe it was real. The 
women in the meeting I went to gently and 
sometimes not gently led me on this path of 

file:///C:/Users/Carina/Dropbox/AREA72/Newsletter/Publications/EN/district39aa.org
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recovery. Without them telling me to keep coming 
back, and hugging me even when all my prickles 
were out, helped me learn that had value. Today, I 
try to give that same blend of love and tolerance to 
others.  

Those women were a great example to me.  My job 
is to love others enough to help them keep coming 
back, What I have learned is that it is easy to love 
someone I like. It is harder to love those I do not 
like. Through the steps of this program and the love 
and patience of my sponsors and friends, I am 
learning to do that. I never want anything I say or 
do to give anyone the message that they are not 
welcome. That is one of the biggest gifts we give to 
the struggling alcoholics who make it to our doors. 

In Service, 

Linda Lockrem 
Alt. DCM, District 46 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 54 

Bonney Lake, Buckley, Carbonado, Enumclaw, 
and South Prairie 

We had our elections this September district 
meeting. We have a DCM, our past alternate DCM 
Colette F., no alternate DCM was elected. Be my 
job to look for a qualified person and encourage 
them to volunteer themselves and their services. 
Most of our committees will be filled for our next 
rotation. They haven’t been filled for many years. 
Also, we will have many of our groups represented 
again. Last year after October assembly most quit 
as they only wanted one year commitment. Had to 
build up district a second time. Whew…. It 
happened. With my service experience I have done 
it before. 

So, this does tie in with topic Love and Tolerance. 
You can say everything in Alcoholics Anonymous 
practice love and tolerance. Just like meetings. May 
not like it but you stay sober for that whole 
meeting? Right! Stay in the positive. Find your own 
happiness, and then you have won. 

If you have worked the 6th step, you have love and 
tolerance. On tenth and eleventh steps at end of 
day, you are checking to make sure love and 
tolerance was practiced and lived. How many times 
does someone frown back at you when you smile 
at them? Not many. 

I love to laugh as some of you know; it took me 5 
and half years of sobriety to get my laughter back. 
It was stuffed for so many years. I will not let 
anyone tell me to SHHH anymore, except when it 
is appropriate like our business meetings. 
Sometimes it is hard to contain myself. 

Alcoholics Anonymous and the fellowship has 
given me my life back and my HP given me the 
courage to continue minute by minute day by day 
year by year. Thank you for the long-timers in being 
here for me and in helping me in my journey. 

Thanks for my sobriety, 
Robin M. DCM district 54 
Plateau Rocks! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 55 
Blyn, Carlsborg, Jamestown, Sequim 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

DISTRICT 56 
East Jefferson County: Port Townsend, Quilcene, 
Brinnon, Port Hadlock, Chimacum, Coyle 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

DISTRICT 57 
Spanish speaking region that encompasses all of 
Western Washington from Lynnwood and to the 
north. 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

Intergroups & Central Offices  

AREA 72 OFFICINA INTERGRUPAL 
http://www.aaintergrupalarea72.org/ 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

EASTSIDE INTERGROUP 
eastsideintergroup.com 

Greetings from ESIG! 

“Love and tolerance of others is our code.”  

We have begun to learn tolerance, patience, and 
good will toward all men, even our enemies, for we 
look on them as sick people. We asked God to help 
us show them the same tolerance, pity, and patience 
that we would cheerfully grant a sick friend.  

What a great topic! I have learned that before I 
enter the office if I ask my Higher Power to grant 
me tolerance, patience and good will toward 
everyone I meet that day ~ I have a pretty good 
day. If I go a step further and ask for help being of 
service I generally have a fantastic day! Love and 
tolerance of others is a great code to live by. I love 
Alcoholics Anonymous! 

September has been a busy month for Eastside 
Intergroup with a Hotline training on September 
8th and a Sponsorship Workshop co-hosted with 
District 38 and the ESIG Young Persons 
Committee on September 15th. The workshop 
committee had collected around 30 Big Books that 
were donated for people to take. The goal was that 
people would leave the workshop with a sponsor 
and a Big Book.  

Our new Grapevine and Literature Chair, Aysen R. 
had a display of pamphlets, Grapevine books and 
meeting schedules at the September 15th 
Sponsorship workshop. I believe that Aysen plans 
to put on a Grapevine Writing Workshop in the 
near future. And I also know she has already placed 
an order for the new Grapevine book “One Big 
Tent” which is a collection of stories originally 
published by the Grapevine. 

We had our 3rd Annual ESIG at the Mariners on 
September 8th with 56 tickets being sold this year. 
We played the Yankees and unfortunately lost but 
I think everyone had a good time. Next year we 
plan to rent a Suite to make it easier to fellowship 
with each other. We might try to go to a White Sox 
game next time.  

We are running some holiday book specials and 
hope that you will consider shopping with us if you 
need gifts. We are a one stop shop for friends, 
sponsor or sponsee gifts, coins and cards but also 
for a lot of different books. Currently a top seller 
(outside of AAWS books) is called 12 Step 
Sponsorship. 

Our Intergroup office has grown, and we are 
excited to show you all of the changes. You are all 
invited to our open house on Friday October 19th 
from 10am-6pm and on Saturday October 20th 
from 8:00am-noon to see what’s new. We’ll have a 
grand prize drawing for a replica of the original 
manuscript of the Big Book – valued at $65. We 
will also have a drawing for a $50 gift certificate to 

the ESIG store for the Home Group that has the 
most members attend the open house.  

I’ll close on this note… Since January 1st, we have 
sold 1,254 Big Books here at Eastside Intergroup. 
We’re definitely carrying the message in our 
community! Thank you everyone that participates. 

Thanks for allowing me to be of service, 

Nancy O. 
Office Manager 

                                                                                         

PIERCE COUNTY CENTRAL OFFICE 

http://pugetsoundaa.org/ 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

GREATER SEATTLE INTERGROUP 
http://www.seattleaa.org/ 

Hello, Western Washington Area!  

What a perfect theme for the newsletter as we head 
into the Area October Assembly — ‘Love and 
tolerance of others is our code.’ 

I’ll go out on a limb here and say that probably 
there is no member of Alcoholics Anonymous who 
wishes anything but the best for the organization 
that saved his or her life! 

How, then, can there be dissention among us? I 
think it’s because each of us—smart, creative, 
innovative, dedicated—has differing opinions 
about what IS best and how to go about achieving 
that. Honest differences of opinion don’t have to 
lead to dissention and mean-spiritedness, if we 
practice love and tolerance. It’s not always easy, and 
I certainly don’t want to leave you with the 
impression that it’s easy for me. 

Bill W., I think, said that we’re never going to 
achieve perfection but that we should be willing to 
try for it. I guess I should be content to try. 

Your Greater Seattle Intergroup is doing well so far 
in 2018! Through eight months of operation we 
made money, and we are ahead of our budget. 

I want once more to extend an invitation to those 
DCM’s and committee chairs who decide to rotate 
on from Area service. Please contact us if you are 
interested in going on in the kind of local services 
we provide at Seattle Intergroup. If you aren’t sure 
what those are, you may open up one of our 
schedules to the centerfold or read about it all on 
our brand new website, www.seattleaa.org. We 
need new officers, committee chairs, zone 
representatives, group representatives, phone 
volunteers, and office volunteers. We’d love to 
know of your interest! 

I, of course, will be rotating on to become Chair 
Emeritus. It has been a terrific honor to have 
served as your Intergroup Chair for the past three 
years. I have enjoyed working with you all! 

Love and service, 

/ d 

                                                                                         

SNO-KING INTERGROUP 

http://www.snokingintergroup.org/ 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

VANCOUVER AREA INTERGROUP 
http://www.vancouveraa.org/ 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Assembly! 

                                                                                         

 

http://www.aaintergrupalarea72.org/
http://www.eastsideintergroup.com/
http://pugetsoundaa.org/
http://www.seattleaa.org/
http://www.seattleaa.org/
http://www.snokingintergroup.org/
http://www.vancouveraa.org/
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Member Articles 
We want to hear from you! Please share your experience, 
strength, and hope with the Western Washington fellowship 
by sending your article to newsletter@area72aa.org. 

                                                                                                                                                
This article submitted by Maricela CH. G 
Sobriety date: July 14, 2005 
Homegroup: March 10 District #1 Renton, WA  

(Translated from Spanish into English.) 

MY LIFE, TRANSFORMED 

I come from alcoholic parents. All my child hood I 
saw violence by the side of my parents because they 
drank a lot almost every day. When they were 
drinking they used to yell and scream and hit us for 
almost no reason. And when I was very young I 
always wanted to run away. I promised myself that 
I will never be like them. But the story went 
different. 

I went to college. It was two groups of people; one 
that liked to study, the other one liked to party, and 
I was in the middle. What I knew was that I didn’t 
feel comfortable being with the people that studied. 
I felt better around the people that partied, because 
there was always a lot of alcohol and free cigarettes. 
They looked like they were happy. I wanted to be 
happy too, because the time that lived on my home 
I wasn’t happy. I wanted to feel like those people 
that liked to party. I didn’t like the taste of alcohol, 
but I liked the result of it. 

I was 17 years old and I felt that at this age, I had 
to feel free to live. I just wanted to be happy. Then 
a guy offers me cocaine and alcohol. It was the first 
time I tried that. So, I took them and figure that will 
give me happiness. I felt that I could control them, 
but every day I wanted to try to get more. I was 
missing school. I was held back several times in my 
classes. I got to the point that I didn’t care anymore. 
I only wanted to drink and get high.  

My friends got tired of me, because I was drinking 
too much. They stopped inviting me to hang out, 
because I was always drinking for free. So, 
somebody introduced me to this lady of the night 
and I said this is my chance to keep drinking. I 
became good friends with her, so she invited me to 
an event that she had going on. They assisted 
people with a lot of money, i.e. truck drivers, etc. 
Andi wanted to go to those events. At the 
beginning I was supposed to take care of her by 
watching her back. That was one of the reasons 
why I was going to those events with her. And I 
had some control over my drinking, but later on I 
use to get so wasted that I end up doing the same 
thing that she was doing. I remember that one time 
I looked in the mirror; I was only seventeen years 
old and was where alcohol had taken me. When I 
looked in the mirror again, I touched my face and I 
told myself that I didn’t want this to be my life. I 
also thought about suicide, believing that God 
would not forgive me for what I was doing. On my 
way home, I told myself that I won’t drink 
anymore.  

But, of course, I drank again. 

I have two older brothers that they were already in 
AA. They knew that I had problems with alcohol. 
My brothers invited me to my first AA meeting, 
and I went with them. I felt uncomfortable. The 
people in that meeting were all older than me. I 
wanted to stop drinking, but didn’t accept that I 
had a problem with alcohol. I noticed that everyone 
seemed happy and were hugging one another. 

I was now already 22 years old and still drinking 
heavily. I remembered that there was a program of 

recovery. I remembered that my brothers took me 
to that AA group, so I went by myself to my second 
meeting. It difficult for me to accept that I was an 
alcoholic, but I kept going. I found it all very 
boring, but I knew that I had to be there. I told 
myself, “Just for today. Just for today.” That still 
sticks in my mind to today.  

For me, Alcoholic Anonymous has being a blessed 
and second chance at life. I’m eternally grateful 
with AA because I know that I’m not the same 
person I was before. I don’t have immense words 
to say how grateful I am, because AA has giving me 
everything to change my life and realize my dreams. 
The person that I came to be today, I liked very 
much. I am now 34 years old. I know that my kids 
are not living the same life that I did, because I’m 
giving them a much better life thanks to Alcoholics 
Anonymous. 

 

(Original text) 

Este artículo fue enviado por Maricela CH. G. 
Alcohólica grupo 10 de marzo Renton, WA 
Fecha de sobriedad: 14 de julio de 2005 

Vengo de unos padres alcohólicos. Toda mi 
infancia mire violencia por el lado de mis padres. 
Porque ellos tomaban mucho casi todos los días. 
Cuando estaban tomando nos gritaban y nos 
pegaban por casi ninguna razón. Y cuando yo 
estaba muy joven siempre me quise escapar y me 
prometí a mi mismo que nunca seria como ellos. 
Pero la historia se fue diferente. Cuando empecé a 
ir al colegio Había dos grupos de gente diferente. A 
uno les gustaba estudiar y al otro les gustaba tomar 
e ir a las fiestas. Y yo estaba en el centro de los dos 
grupos. Lo que si sabía es que no me sentía 
confortable con el grupo que estudiaba. Me sentía 
mejor con el grupo que tomaba. Porque había 
mucho alcohol y cigarros gratis. Se miraban que 
eran felices. Y yo quería ser feliz porque en el 
tiempo que viví en mi casa no era feliz. Y me quería 
sentir como esa gente que les gustaba ir a las fiestas.   
No, me gusto el sabor del alcohol pero si me 
gustaban los resultados de el.  

Yo tenía 17 años de edad y sentía que por esa edad 
tenía que ser libre. Solo quería ser feliz. Y luego 
alguien me ofreció cocaína y alcohol. Y fue la 
primera vez que trate eso. Entonces los tome y 
pensé que me daría Felicidad. Sentía que podría 
controlar, pero cada día quería más. Para tratar de 
conseguir mas estaba fallando a mis clases. Reprobé 
varias clases y me fui a un punto que ya no me 
importaba mas solo me importaba emborracharme 
y usar y luego el grupo de amigos se cansaron de mi 
porque estaba tomando mucho.me dejaron de 
invitar porque siempre estaba tomando de gratis. 
Un día alguien me presento a una dama de la noche. 
Y me dije esta es mi oportunidad para seguir 
tomando. Me hice muy amiga de ella. Así que me 
invito a los eventos que ella asistía. Asistía gente 
con mucho dinero truqueros, etc. y yo quería ir a 
esos eventos. Al principio se suponía que yo solo 
iba a cuidar su espalda y esa era una de las razones 
porque iba a esos eventos con ella. Y yo tenía 
control de mí mismo de solo tomar, pero después 
me ponía tan borracha que acababa haciendo lo que 
ella estaba haciendo. Así que una vez me mire al 
Espejo y solo tenía 17 años y sabía que el alcohol 
me había llevado hasta ahí.  

Cuando me mire al Espejo otra vez me toque mi 
cara y me dije a mi misma que no podía seguir así 
con mi vida. Y También pensé en suicidio y 
pensando que dios no me perdonaría por lo que 
estaba haciendo. Y luego cuando regresaba a casa, 
me decía a mí misma que no tomaría más. Pero me 

volví a emborrachar otra vez. Tengo dos hermanos 
más grades que yo, ya estaban en AA, y ellos sabían 
que yo tenía problemas con el alcohol. Y me 
invitaron a mi primera junta y me fui con ellos. En 
esa junta solo había personas mayores y yo no me 
sentí confortable. Yo quería dejar de tomar, pero 
sin aceptar que yo tenía un problema con el alcohol. 
Me di cuenta de que eran felices y se daban abrazos 
uno al otro y yo ya tenía 22 años de edad. Una de 
las últimas veces yo recordaba que estaba muy 
borracha dentro de un callejón. Y También me 
empecé a acordar de que había un programa de 
recuperación. Y me empecé a acordar que mis 
hermanos me habían llevado a ese grupo nombrado 
Milagros. Y después fui yo sola a mi segunda junta. 
No fue muy fácil de aceptar que yo era alcohólica. 
Así que seguí llenado y me empecé a aburrir, pero 
sabía que tenía que estar ahí y empecé a decir solo 
por hoy solo por hoy eso se quedó en mi mente asta 
estos días. Alcohólicos anónimos para mí a sido 
una bendición y una segunda oportunidad en mi 
vida. Estoy eternamente agradecida con AA porque 
se que ya no soy la persona que era antes. Y no 
tengo inmensas palabras para decir que tanto estoy 
agradecida porque AA me a dado todo para realizar 
mi vida. La persona que soy ahora me gusta mucho 
como es. Ahora tengo 34 años de 

Edad. Lo que si se es que mis niños no están 
viviendo la vida que yo viví porque ahora les doy 
una mejor vida gracias a alcohólicos anónimos. 

                                                                                                                                                
LOVE AND TOLERANCE OF OTHERS IS 
OUR CODE 

This article was submitted by Marilyn R. 

In the Big Book, there is a comment, "What does 
this mean to you". I never thought of a word having 
meaning; it was a word. My vocabulary has 
expanded and the messages behind the words have 
come alive from the literature of AA. Now, I 
understand that words have meanings. They are no 
longer just words but have energy that becomes 
evident.  

Over the years in my progress through the steps 
and taking action, I feel the energy of the words and 
their significance. What does the word love mean? 
I learned love is not what the movies portray as two 
people being "in love" as a state of ecstasy. Love 
and sex are not the same. Energy expands with 
action; is it positive?  

When the action is affirmative, we call it love. Love 
means positive action resulting in a good feeling. 
We act in kind and caring ways. In the program I 
learned that the trick is to learn to love myself. I 
cannot love and help my neighbor if I am not a 
person giving from my real inner self. The 12 steps 
taught me to forgive myself and accept me with all 
the good and the bad as stated in the Seventh Step 
Prayer. I have to accept myself so the good in me 
can grow. 

The good/God in me was never acknowledged in 
my growing up. That was the reason I could not 
extend love to others. In meditation, I was told that 
God is the king of Kings and I am His daughter. I 
was to treat myself like a princess. This was a life 
changing message.  

When I began trusting God and cleaning my inner 
house, I became a love-based person instead of a 
fear-based person. In the disease, I shared my fears, 
angers, and resentments with my family and 
friends. In loving myself today, I am able to extend 
my love to others.  

Because of AA, I learned to share my love through 
my actions. Now I can help others in love. Love 
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has a chance to flower in a shared life. Love is the 
glue bringing us together into harmony. This giving 
needs to take place in every area of my life.  

Tolerance brings an opened-mind and a new set of 
eyes showing me that someone may be hurting. We 
are healing ourselves when we offer love and 
tolerance to another because what goes around 
comes around. In tolerance, I am patient with the 
other person when they are in distress. Love heals 
the splintered parts of our soul. True tolerance is to 
love your brother as yourself. Sending love and 
compassion helps them regain their true self. 

                                                                                         

LOVE AND TOLERANCE AT FREMONT 
IS OUR CODE 

This article was submitted by Aarin R. 

Serving as the GSR for the Fremont Fellowship 
Group for the past two years has taught me a lot 
about love and tolerance. It has been an honor and 
a privilege to carry Fremont’s group conscience 
beyond the group level this past rotation.  

Trust me when I say that making decisions on 
different motions is an easy thing to do during a 
business meeting. The hard decisions that usually 
cause the “loving uproars” during our meetings and 
business meetings are usually due to our diligent 
adherence to the idea that everyone, no matter how 
destitute, is welcome at Fremont hall. 

Time and time again there have been disturbances, 
9-1-1 calls, bathrooms locked for hours and the 
many opinions on how to handle it all. And time 
and time again Fremont always chooses never to 
turn anyone away. If someone is particularly 
disruptive, they may be “86’d”, sure, but they can 
always come to the next steering committee 
meeting and be heard.  We even have an “86’d” 
frame on one of our walls, one meant to display the 
names and even pictures of those who have been 
asked to leave Fremont Hall until they can compose 
themselves. This frame has been empty since the 
day that we first put it on the wall. 

Everyone has a voice at Fremont, literally everyone. 

Fremont has been an example to me of how to 
embrace the Traditions and carry this message to 
the alcoholic who still suffers. It is “the only 
requirement for membership is the desire to stop 
drinking, ever reminding us to place principles 
before personalities” in action.  

All of it based upon a code of love and tolerance of 
others. 

I was taught a very special explanation about 
tolerance that made a lot of sense to me and I still 
hold on to it to this day: that just because we have 
to tolerate something doesn’t mean that we have to 
approve of it. If we had to like it, it would be called 
“acceptance.” But to “tolerate” means that we are 
just putting up with it. For example, we tolerate a 
crying child sitting next to us on an airplane. We 
tolerate a bad cold. But it can still tick us off! Love 
comes with working the Steps, tolerance comes 
with working the Traditions. Put them both 
together and we get a beautiful mess of alcoholics 
trying to help save lives from this progressive illness 
through the Power of a God as we understand 
Him.  

I have also been able to see what happens when 
love and tolerance is not a code. Attendance has 
been weak; secretary positions are not getting filled 
because of who is let in to the hall. I have heard it 
directly how members have decided to no longer 
attend at Fremont based off of the decision that the 
hall will not turn away homeless people. It breaks 

my heart to see a hall stay steadfast to this code and 
have to suffer for it. Page 16 of our Big Book states, 
“An alcoholic in his cups is an unlovely creature. 
Our struggles with them are variously strenuous, 
comic, and tragic.” Bill continues, “I suppose some 
would be shocked at their seeming worldliness and 
levity. But just underneath there is deadly 
earnestness.” Fremont is the ER of Seattle’s AA. A 
place that accepts everyone earnestly is needed to 
carry this message. Page 151, quote, “The less 
people tolerated us, the more we withdrew from 
society.” If society couldn’t tolerate us, if nobody 
loved us at our sometimes most desperate or at our 
worst, then where can we go to hear the message?  

All are welcome at Fremont, and all are needed at 
Fremont. I would like to mention one final quote 
from our Big Book, this one from pages 163-4, 
“When a few men in this city have found 
themselves and have discovered the joy of helping 
others to face life again, there will be no stopping 
until everyone in that town has had his opportunity 
to recover - if he can and will.”  

We at Fremont welcome you to join us and practice 
some love and tolerance! 

                                                                                         

LOVE AND TOLERANCE OF OTHERS IS 
OUR CODE 

This article was submitted by Maryland N. 

Wow!  I am just beginning to sense an integration 
of love and tolerance in my feelings, thoughts and 
behaviors.  

Prior to sobriety, my code was drinking to love and 
tolerate you...there was nothing I could use to fix 
my self-hatred that existed somewhere in the chasm 
of my soul...a black bottomless pit in the center of 
my being-ness. Tolerance looked like quantities of 
booze in front of others who drank like me. And 
love, well let's say I was looking for it in too many 
places, in all the wrong faces. I couldn't love or 
tolerate myself...how could I offer it to others? 

Today.  Living life on life's terms with this kit of 
spiritual tools so freely laid at my feet, putting one 
foot in front of the other one day at a time, love 
and tolerance of others, and code have very 
different meanings. Meanings demonstrated by 
(now) comfortable, easy thoughts, words, and 
actions.  

How did that happen?  

First, I accepted that the “hope” in the eyes of other 
recovering Alcoholics could be mine by 
committing to the program. It broadened when I 
experienced the cosmic revelations of two basic 
ideas--that it was the first drink that got me drunk 
and the one day at a time plan. And I stood under 
these precepts as I worked the 12 steps, went to 
meetings, got a home group, used a sponsor, and 
read the literature.  By doing these things on a daily 
basis, I became one of those whom the program 
‘worked’ for--the Willing, the Honest, and the 
Open-minded recovering alcoholic.  

I trusted the slogans and acronyms and acrostics I 
heard in the ‘rooms’.  

Especially, I borrowed the courage from my home 
group members In accepting and working through 
my FEAR!  From Forgetting Everything And 
Running (FEAR), to Facing Everything And 
Recovering (FEAR), until...at two and half years 
sober, I faced the prospect of moving to Germany 
to join my new husband on his military assignment. 
Terrified, I remember sharing my concern of 
blackout drinking over the event. And in that 
meeting, I learned FEAR changes to False 

Evidence Appearing Real. And I went to Germany-
- --in fact, I have now had six home groups and 
attended meetings in four countries and 22 states. 
Fear has settled into an awareness of change and is 
now wisely and gently embraced as Finally, 
Everything's All Right! 

I can discern today some truths concerning the line 
‘love and tolerance of others is our code’.  What I 
know today is that to love is different for me than 
to like. When I like you, I want you at my barbeque 
and that loving another is wanting the highest best 
in God's will for them even if I don't want them at 
the barbeque. Tolerance is the ability to pleasantly 
accept my world--having permanently moved from 
the drunken, hate-filled belligerence of myself, and 
persons, places, things, and institutions to 
understanding I can trust the group because I know 
without a doubt there is a Loving God. This Loving 
God can be: a Group Of Drunks, or Good Orderly 
Direction, or Gift of Desperation, or, Grace 
Outpouring Daily. And always, expressing God’s 
Self in every moment for you and me.  

Because of this miraculous transmutation, my code 
today is embodied in the 36 principles of 
Alcoholics Anonymous. They are my path to love 
of my Self.  

                                                                                         

Concept of the Month 

Editor’s Note: The following articles were provided by past 
Area 72 Delegate, Andy A, and was originally published 
in a 2015 Area 72 Newsletter.  

We are currently using Andy’s articles as part of the Concept 
Study at my homegroup, A New Purpose. We find the 
additional perspective and personal stories. I hope you will 
enjoy them as much as we do. 

Should you like to contribute an article about any or all of 
the 12 Concepts, please send it to newsletter@area72aa.org.  

                                                                                         

CONCEPT X 

Every service responsibility should be matched by 
an equal service authority – the scope of such 
authority to be always well defined whether by 
tradition, by resolution, by specific job description 
or by appropriate charters and bylaws. 

As we select a slate of Trusted Servants in our 
groups, districts, areas, general service 
office/board, profession or home with family, we 
have fundamental policies by which we function. 
Some of those are written and some of those are 
verbally agreed upon. The same process happens in 
my business, as I select individuals to run things 
when I am out of town. They have certain 
parameters to work with and around. 

At my home group, we try to put money away on a 
regular basis so that we can send our General 
Service Representative to the Area Assembly.  
Their expenses to carry our conscience to the 
voting body of our Area should always be covered.  
We also make sure that if there is anything our GSR 
needs to assist with this task, we do our best to 
make it happen, even if it is transportation to the 
event. While they are there, we have not taken away 
their “Right of Decision, Right of Participation or 
Right of Appeal.” They are given all that they need 
to perform their duties. 

This also applies to my marriage; my wife and I 
know what works best for the both of us. If, for 
some reason, things change, we make sure that the 
other is aware of the changes. This concept also 
says that when tasks are required of an individual, 
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we should make the means available to them. In 
bill-paying, for instance, I need to make sure that 
my wife has the money and the correct 
corresponding information to make it happen 
without any snags.  

Concept X serves us well as my wife and I run our 
business together. When things need to change, 
when assistants are needed and schedule planning 
and who is doing it. That includes trip planning, 
with air travel, shuttles, hotels and car rentals. 
Every year we go to a special training camp and my 

wife usually makes all the travel plans, during which 
she asks for my approval. 

Friendship can fit into this as well. “A Friend is 
Someone That Knows All About You and Still 
Likes You.” Would I give a friend all the help they 
need to be the best person that they can be?  
Absolutely. When I was still a drunk, I was so ill 
prepared to give assistance of any kind, so now I 
need to step up and be responsible for my actions.  
I need to support those Trusted Servants whom I 

have helped select to carry our life-giving message 
of experience, strength and hope. 

So, as we make our selections, albeit A.A., home, 
work or family/friends, remember that we need to 
support them in whatever we ask them to do. After 
all, they are volunteering their time to us so that we 
can reap the results of their actions. Another may 
find help through our paving the way. 

Andy Arvidson 
Anacortes, WA 

 

 

 

1. “Create an Area 72 Third Legacy steering committee.” 

Background 
a) Area 72 membership requires continual and ongoing 

educational/informational efforts to learn about a myriad of service work 
positions, duties, and processes ranging from the homegroup to the general 
service board.   

b) Area 72 has historically addressed this need in many ways, including service 
sponsorship, GSR and DCM workshops, concept studies and traditions 
workshops. These are frequently and happily managed at the district level. 
(This steering committee has no intention of inferring elimination of District 
level events whatsoever but would naturally be available to help support such 
events if requested.) 

c) For the last many rotations, the alternate delegate has taken it upon 
themselves to organize and facilitated GSR workshops, and more recently 
DCM workshops as well.  

Steering Committee Duties 
a) This steering committee would be responsible for organizing and facilitating 

GSR and DCM workshops, much in the way the alternate delegate has in the 
past.  

b) This steering committee could host “Third Legacy Roadshows” designed to 
teach members of the fellowship about the general service structure and be 
available for other third legacy informational activities as able. 

Composition 
a) This committee would be co-chaired by the Alternate Delegate and most 

recent Past Delegate (in the event that the most recent Past Delegate is 
unavailable, the Alternate Delegate will recruit a replacement co-chair).  

b) Additional membership would need to be flexible based upon people’s 
schedules and lives, but we encourage at least four dedicated members.  

c) Beyond this we encourage outreach and inclusion regarding who would 
attend and present at various workshops on the steering committee’s behalf. 
IE the committee should have the flexibility to invite different DCMs, GSRs, 
Appointed and Elected to participate at different events in order to ensure 
broad inclusivity and participation.  

Scheduling and Specific Events - We leave this entirely to each rotation’s steering 
committee. 

Funding 
a) Travel Costs for Steering Committees are covered under motion 06.3. 

b) If this becomes a motion, adding “$300 credit lined to be reviewed annually 
by Treasurer” may be desirable to cover printing costs. 

Considerations: Step 12, Tradition 9 & 11; and Concept 3 & 12   
“Hence, an AA service is anything whatever that helps us to reach a fellow 
sufferer—ranging all the way from the Twelfth Step itself to a ten-cent phone 
call and a cup of coffee, and to AA's General Service Head-quarters for 
national and international action. The sum total of all these services is our 
Third Legacy.” ~Bill W. Grapevine, July 1955 

 

HISTORY OF PAST MOTIONS (PASSED AND FAILED) concerning 
“third legacy” committees and chairs in area 72 this is additional 

background concerning the activity and history from 1984, up to and 
including “2018 - motion 1”, a motion that is currently scheduled to be 

brought forward at the Western Washington Area 72 Assembly - October 
5-7, 2018. 

NOTE: All information has been compiled, sourced and presented directly from the Western 
Washington Area 72 Handbook, the version dated November 2016, and from direct 
conversation with past area delegates and others. 

How to read and understand these motions: 
· A PASSED MOTION will be in the format of XX.Y where XX is the YEAR 

and Y is the Motion NUMBER. 
· A FAILED MOTION will also be in the format of XX.Y where XX is the 

YEAR and Y is a LETTER (A-Z). 
· The PAGE NUMBERS where the MOTION DESCRIPTIONS were found 

(as contained in the AREA 72 COMMITTEE HANDBOOK dated 
November 2016) are given in parentheses. 

NARRATIVE SUMMARY  
NOTE: This was compiled from careful study, from interviews with various people who were 
there, from the Area Handbook summaries and from memory. The original detailed minutes 
are possibly stored somewhere in the Area 72 archives but are not available at this time. 

1984-86  
In 1984, Motion 84.4 was originally presented to the Area Assembly by Wally 
Webb and Al from Everett and it was passed.  In that version, the appointed 
Chairperson of the then new Third Legacy Committee was also given a budget 
for “props” of $50. The next year, Motion 85.E asked for more budget for this 
committee to cover their “actual expenses” beyond the $50.  The area refused to 
give them more and this motion failed. The next year, the committee itself was 
disbanded entirely via Motion 86.1. Also in 1986, Motion 86.E was brought 
forward and failed (most likely because of 86.1’s disbanding of that committee). 
86.E was yet another motion asking for more budget for “props to be paid for 
by the area” and that said props be made available through the PI Committee.  

1990 
In 1990, four attempts to form various Third Legacy Committee positions all 
happened at the same Assembly. They also all failed as 90.A, 90.B, 90.C and 90.D.  

1995-97 
Motion 95.F was another attempt to start a Third Legacy Committee. However, 
even though 95.F failed this time, Motion 95.13 was also passed in that same year. 
Instead of creating the committee itself (95.F), 95.13 instead created an Ad-Hoc 
committee to explore, to try to clarify roles and to convince the Area that this 
committee was even needed. This ad-hoc was given a deadline of the July, 1996 
area quarterly to report back. They did this, but no actual motion was formed that 
made it to the 1996 Assembly agenda. However, after another year of continued 
discussion, a motion was finally created and put forth for the 1997 Assembly 
agenda. This motion states that “W.W.A. create and fund the appointed position of Area 
3rd Legacy Chairperson.” However, when brought up and voted upon on the 1997 
Area Assembly floor, this motion failed as well, as Motion 97.A. 

2018 
Motion 1 (18.M1) is now on the agenda, representing another attempt, 34 years 
on, to again start this committee. This new motion simply states, “Create an Area 
72 Third Legacy steering committee.” 

THE MOTIONS 
84.4 (PASSED) Moved and passed that the Washington Area establish a 
Third Legacy Committee with an appointed Chairperson to travel 
throughout the Area to discuss service structure and A.A. as a whole; and 
to allow $50.00 for new props.   

DESCRIPTION of 84.4 (p. 43): (description given in Area handbook is the 
same as the above motion) 

ASSEMBLY MOTIONS WITH BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
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85.E (FAILED) Actual expenses supported by voucher or receipt be paid 
for the appointed 3rd Legacy Committee. 

DESCRIPTION of 85.E (p. 79): That the actual expenses supported by 
vouchers be paid for the appointed Third Legacy Committee Chairpersons to 
the Quarterly Committee Meetings and the Area Assembly.   

86.1 (PASSED) Moved and passed to rescind the motion that created the 
Third Legacy Committee at the 1984 Washington Area Assembly at Pasco, 
Washington. 

DESCRIPTION of 86.1 (p. 44): (description given in Area handbook is the 
same as the above motion) 

86.E (FAILED) Washington Area buy props for 3rd Leg. And make 
available through PI. 

DESCRIPTION of 86.E (p. 79): That the Wash Area buys the props for the 
3rd legacy and to be made available through the PI Committee.   

90.A (FAILED) That the immediate past Delegate, if he or she accepts, 
become the Third Legacy Person for the Area for a period of two years. 

DESCRIPTION of 90.A (p. 81): Third Legacy Person: That the immediate past 
delegate, if he or she accepts, become the Third Legacy Person for the area for 
a period of two years. Duties and responsibilities to include carrying the 
message of the Traditions, the structure of the fellowship, and the opportunities 
and responsibility of service. A budget not to exceed $500.00 be provided, 
except that Groups and districts be encouraged to provide housing and 
traveling expenses whenever this is possible.   

90.B (FAILED) That the position of Third Legacy Chairperson be 
considered the same as all other appointed chairperson's positions. 

DESCRIPTION of 90.B (p. 81): Third Legacy Chair people East & West: That 
the position of Third Legacy Chairperson be considered the same as all other 
appointed chairperson's positions. That is: A Chairperson East and West, 
expenses paid for the three Washington Area Committee meetings and the 
assembly. When the host district or group can not pay that the Washington 
Area pay the gas, meal and whatever expenses necessary to carry the message 
of service in the fellowship to alcoholics. 

90.C (FAILED) That New Motion #2 be tabled and that a committee be 
formed to research the third legacy position guidelines and possibilities 
and define the position. 

DESCRIPTION of 90.C (p. 82): Committee to Research Third Legacy 
Position: That New Motion #2 be tabled and that a committee be formed to 
research the third legacy position guidelines and possibilities and define the 
position.   

90.D (FAILED) That the third legacy person for the area be nominated 
and voted into office for two years at the WA Area Assembly. The budget 
not to exceed $500.00 a year. 

DESCRIPTION of 90.D (p. 82): Election of Third Legacy Person: That the 
third legacy person for the area be nominated and voted into office for two 
years at the WA Area Assembly. The budget not to exceed $500.00 a year.   

95.F (FAILED) The Area establish a 3rd Leg. Committee, to be chaired by 
the Alt. Delegate. 

DESCRIPTION of 95.F (p. 85): That the Washington Area establishes a Third 
Legacy Committee, to be chaired by the Alternate Delegate.   

95.13 (PASSED) That an ad hoc committee be established to look at the 
need for third legacy work within the Washington Area 72. Committee 
work shall conclude by July 96 Quarterly.   

DESCRIPTION of 95.13 (p. 50): That an ad hoc committee be established to 
look at the need for third legacy work within the Washington Area 72. 
Committee work shall conclude by July 96 Quarterly.   

97.A (FAILED) W.W.A. create and fund the appointed position of Area 3rd 
Legacy Chairperson. 

DESCRIPTION of  97.A (p. 86): We move that the Western Washington Area 
create and fund the appointed position of Area Third Legacy Chairperson. The 
Chairperson would require a communication and travel expense budget for 
four third legacy quarterlies, three Area quarterlies and one Area Assembly each 
year and an annual credit line of $100.00 for literature.   

2018.M1 (ON AGENDA) Create an Area 72 Third Legacy steering 
committee. 

DESCRIPTION of 18.M1: See the background packet that is distributed to the 
Districts, to GSRs and the Area 72 Newsletter, August, 2018 issue. 

                                                                                                                             

2. “Area 72 create an appointed Young People’s Chair Position. The 
Committee chair will be selected using an establish process for 
appointed officers. The committee shall function like other standing 
committees at the Area level.” 

 

Background 

Historical Problem:  More and more young people are suffering and dying of 
alcoholism because they either are not being introduced to AA or they are not 
staying. 
a) In 2007, GSO’s triennial survey showed under 20s at 2.3% of our population, 

2% in 2011 and dropped sharply to 1% in 2014. 

b) 2.5% of American youth aged 12-17 had a diagnosable Alcohol Use Disorder 
(623,000 people), while only 5.2% of those received treatment. 

c) In 2012, 1197 people aged 12-20 were admitted for alcohol abuse treatment 
in Washington- accounting for 10% of all treatment admissions in the state. 

d) The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that, on 
average, alcohol is a factor in the deaths of 4,358 young people under age 21 
each year. 

Response:  As the result of this problem there has been a groundswell of service 
activities to carry the message to young people and to close the widening gap 
between these still suffering alcoholics and alcoholics anonymous. These service 
activities include: 

a) The creation of Young People’s meetings 

b) PI, Corrections, and Treatment work designed to carry the message to youth 
by taking panels into schools, juvenile facilities, and juvenile treatment 
centers.  

c) Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous Conferences; which have been 
recognized at the General Service Conference as being an integral part of AA 
as a whole. 

d) Workshops geared towards and facilitated by young people 

District Solutions: Over the past few years a need developed within districts to 
coordinate the variety of service activities between groups-- thus districts began 
appointing Young Person’s Chair People. 

a) There are currently 16 districts within Area 72 who have appointed Young 
Persons Chairs as well as an appointed Eastside Intergroup Young Persons 
Chair 

b) These chairpersons have begun to perform the following activities within 
their districts: 

· Host and facilitate workshops  
· Creating young AA member call lists for answering services & hotlines 
· Providing young AA members to fill youth specific service needs on other 

committees such as PI, CPC, Treatments, and Corrections etc. 
· Starting and supporting young persons meetings within their districts 

Current Problem: This growing attempt to fill the identified service need around 
young people has created a new set of difficulties within and between the districts 
with YP chairs and Area 72. 

· There is a lack coordination between district chairs and the area. 
· There is no area level facilitation for committee meetings such as quarterlies.  
· There is no centralized point of contact within the area for other committees 

to fulfill service needs best provided by young people. 
· Lack of communication at the area level for all the various YP activities 

occurring within the districts. 

If passed we propose, Area 72 Young People Committee Chair Duties and 
Responsibilities: 
a) Communicate with Area Committee the needs of the districts and groups 

regarding service opportunities for young AA members. 
b) Facilitate quarterlies to improve communication between District Chairs and 

provide summaries of these meetings to the Area Committee. 
c) Coordinate service needs of all Area Committees where there is a need for 

young people participation. (high school panels, juvenile corrections facilities, 
youth treatment centers etc)  

d) Provide a single point of contact at the Area level for Districts or groups that 
have service needs relating to young people that do not currently have Young 
People Chairs. 

e) Give written and verbal reports monthly to newsletter, Quarterlies or 
Assemblies. 

f) Attend all Area 72 Quarterlies and Assembly 
g) Expenses/Reimbursement same as/equal to other appointed committee 

officers. 

Primary Purpose: “The Area 72 Young Peoples in AA standing committee, 
encourages young people to enter into the mainstream of AA Recovery, Service, 
and Unity through the 12 Steps, the 12 Traditions and the 12 Concepts for World 
Service. Young People's groups are in no way separate from Alcoholics 
Anonymous as a whole.  Members are involved in, and committed to all levels of 
AA service. Age is not a requirement for a young people’s group. Young people’s 
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groups and activities directed towards young people in AA are helpful tools in 
reaching young alcoholics who might otherwise not give AA a try for many more 
years, if at all.”  (Taken from New Mexico AA Area 46) 

Basic function of Young People’s Committee: Assist young people in finding 
service opportunities, connect young people with members of AA of all ages, 
provide resources, references and contacts to start and/or find young people 
oriented meetings. (Area 46 New Mexico). We strive to: Support young alcoholics 
in their recovery, promote unity among alcoholics of all ages, encourage young 
members of A.A. to participate in A.A.’s General Service Structure. (Area 31 
Western Massachusetts) 

Defining scope, differentiating between the existing standing committees 
that exist: 
a) Accessibilities: While there are no special A.A. members, some members 

need help to receive the A.A. message. “In A.A., Guidelines Accessibility for 
All Alcoholics, Accessibility issues apply to all alcoholics who have difficulties 
participating in Alcoholics Anonymous, whether those difficulties are mental, 
physical, geographic, cultural, ethnic, spiritual, or emotional. For the purpose 
of these Guidelines in defining the accessibility issues that many alcoholics 
face, we refer primarily to persons who have visual and auditory challenges, 
those who are housebound or chronically ill, those who are living with the 
effects of brain damage or stroke, and many others who may have less visible 
challenges.” Young people are an identified populous that fall outside the 
guidelines of the Accessibility committee because their limitations to entry 
are not physical barriers.  

b) Corrections: The single purpose of the Area 72 Corrections Committee is to 
facilitate A.A. members in carrying the message of Alcoholics Anonymous 
to the alcoholic who is confined in a correctional facility. Our primary 
activities are: We coordinate with District Chairpersons, Correctional Facility 
Contact persons, and A.A. volunteers to take A.A. meetings into correctional 
facilities. We help to provide A.A. conference approved literature, 
Grapevines, and La Vinas for inmates incarcerated in the following: 
Washington State Correctional Facilities and Prisons, Federal Prisons located 
in the State of Washington, and Juvenile lockdown Facilities. 

While Juvenile Facilities are covered under the scope of the corrections 
committee, the services, literature, and processes for entering facilities and 
housing juveniles are quite extensive. A young person’s chair, in being geared 
specifically towards the young alcoholic, would be available to assist with the 
specific and sometimes time-consuming processes involved with juveniles.  

c) Public Information: Public Information (P.I.) committees in Alcoholics 
Anonymous (A.A.) carry the message of recovery to the still suffering 
alcoholic by informing the general public about the A.A. program.  If you are 
sober and have a desire to serve, you can help! When they’ve had enough, we 
want A.A. to be there in the yellow pages, on the bus signs, etc. – and that’s 
Public Information.  While reaching the still suffering young alcoholic does 
include work with the general public, this position encompasses the young 
alcoholic who is already a member of AA, as well as the still suffering 
alcoholic who maybe is not a member of the general public (ie; young people 
in institutions, treatment facilities, etc). 

d) Treatment: The Area 72 Treatment Facilities Committee has one purpose: 
To help A.A. members carry the message of Alcoholics Anonymous into 
Treatment Facilities, and help “Bridge the Gap” between Facilities and A.A.  
If you are sober and have a desire to serve, we need your help!  While 10% 
of all treatment admittances in Washington State are people under the age of 
21 there are also a large number of Young People outside of treatment 
facilities who are still suffering. A Young Persons chair would work with 
treatment with regards to the special needs presented in youth/young adult 
treatment facilities.  Thus, a Chair would encompass a much larger cross 
section of young people rather than just those in treatment.  

e) In Conclusion: The proposed Young Person’s Standing Committee does not 
fit within the boundaries of any current existing standing committee. 
Although there is some overlap with regards to duties, the overall scope of 
the need and subsequent motion is outside of the duties currently defined by 
any other committee.  

Frequently Asked Questions 

a) How do you determine what a young person is? 
GSO’s Pamphlet entitled Young People and AA says that young people are 
generally ages 30 and under. We as members of AA like to say young at heart 
with room to grow. We have also encountered a number of 
newcomers/members as young as 13 years old.  

b) This position seems like it would separate from the primary purpose 
of AA, how is this supposed to be viewed? 
This position, as in all Area positions, is designed to help carry the message 
to the still suffering alcoholic, and to coordinate, communicate and facilitate 

the service activities within our Area. We are trying to unite groups of people 
so we can be more effective in servicing AA and bring more cohesion 
amongst districts around Area 72. 

c) Don’t the committee chairs already cover these responsibilities? 
The idea is not to take away the service of other committees, but to better 
enhance that service by providing a single point of contact and an avenue of 
communication between the committees. This position will be a resource for 
other committee chairs where they have service needs that might be best 
served by a young person relating to another young person. All current Chairs 
have overlapping responsibilities.  

d) How would this position be filled?  
This position would be an appointed in exactly the same way as other 
appointed Committee Chairs. 

e) Would this position be filled by a young person? 
Again, this position would be filled exactly the same way as other appointed 
Committee Chairs, without restrictions or other specifications. 

f) Are there any examples from other Areas to mirror? 
Glad that you ask! Yes, there are 5 Areas with Liaison or Chair positions Area 
8 (San Diego), 11 (Connecticut), 18 (Idaho), 31 (Western Massachusetts), and 
46 (New Mexico). There are descriptions of what these positions look like 
that could be mirrored in our Area. 

g) Why wouldn’t this position be better placed under an existing 
committee? 
With the existing level of service activities, and with the existing numbers of 
District Chairs, the volume of activity would engulf any existing committee 
and detract from their other activities.  There is already sufficient activity to 
support a stand-alone chair, and the activities are continuing to grow. In 
addition, as a resource, this position needs to be able to coordinate with all 
other existing Committees. 

h) Would having a Young People's Chair create more special interest 
groups? 
Young People in AA are not a special interest group.  Young people are in 
all aspects of the AA community - Corrections, Treatment, Literature, etc.  
The need for this Area position has developed from the service needs of our 
area and the response to those needs by Groups and Districts, which has now 
generated the need for Area coordination.  Any service need, or service area 
that develops sufficient activity to warrant Area support and coordination 
can always be considered. 

i) Final Thoughts: 
“AA is shaped by the collective voice of its local groups and their 
representatives to the General Service Conference” (P-16 The AA Group). 
As local groups have chosen to label young people as an identified service 
need, rather than a special interest group, they have integrated their presence 
into the service structure starting at the level of the group, as this grows the 
service need moved to the districts, and now we ask to move it to the area-- 
following with the dictated structure of our service.  

Some A.A.s come together as specialized A.A. groups — for men, women, 
young people, doctors, gays and others. If the members are all alcoholics, and 
if they open the door to all alcoholics who seek help, regardless of profession, 
gender or other distinction, and meet all the other aspects defining an A.A. 
group, they may call themselves an A.A. group.” (P-16 The AA Group). 

Funding 
This position would be budgeted the same as other existing committees/chairs, 
and would adhere to the normal budgeting processes for the Area: 

1. CREDIT LINE: $500  (literature) 
2. EXPENSES reimbursed by Western Washington Area: 

a) WW Area 72 Quarterly meetings (3 per yr.) and Assembly:  Travel, meals, 
lodging, registration.  

b) Quarterly meeting (4 per yr.) Travel 

c) Communication Expenses:  mail (postage), general supplies (envelopes, 
copies, etc.)  

d) Any additional expenses would be submitted to the Treasurer during 
budget preparation and would be considered as part of the budgeting 
process which is subject to approval by the Area Committee as a whole. 

Estimated Funding 
· Literature $500 
· Printing $100 
· Estimated Travel, meals and lodging for quarterlies etc.. $2000 
· Total estimated cost $2600.00 

Considerations: Tradition 3, 4, 7 and 9 
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3. “Amend motion 92.3 to Read: The Washington Area shall maintain a 
working reserve equal to a minimum of 10 percent of the average 
annual Area expenses for the preceding two calendar years and the 
current budget year. The reserve percentage to be annually reviewed 
and adjusted, as needed, by the finance committee. On December 31st 
of each year, the Area Treasurer will calculate the excess funds from 
cash balances, including any excess funds from the current year’s 
assembly and contribute the excess funds to the General Service 
Office.” 

Problem: 
In January 2018 the Area’s bank account dipped to $2500 which created a fear on 
not meeting the area’s expenses at for the January quarterly such as interpretation, 
mileage etc. 

Background 
a) On October 31 the Area may not have been able to complete all the fiscal 

expenditures from the assembly.  
b) October 31 is a random date that is not consistent with most business fiscal 

years.  By moving the date to By changing to December 31 it aligns the Area’s 
fiscal year with GSO fiscal year.   

c) The 10% equals about $10,000 dollars currently, which covers less than one 
month’s expenses.   

d) The Area does not maintain a Prudent Reserve as typically defined – there is 
no extra pot of money only what is in the bank account.  

Original Motion 92.3: 
The Area Treasurer operates on a working reserve to meet expenses. The amount 
of the working reserve is calculated each year as 10 percent of the average of that 
year's budget and the two previous years' actual expenditures. On October 3l of 
each year, all monies in excess of this amount are sent on to G.S.O. (92.3). 

Working Reserve vs Prudent Reserve  
a) Working Reserve - From AA Guidelines, Finance, What is the Reserve Fund?  

Answer: The Reserve Fund is G.S.O.’s prudent reserve. Its principal purpose 
is to provide the financial resources to continue the essential services of 
G.S.O. and the A.A. Grapevine for up to a year in the event of an unexpected 
and substantial reduction in the normal revenues of the organization.  

b) Prudent reserve – As found in the pamphlet “The Group Treasurer” states 
Prudent Reserve, “Most groups try to hold a certain amount of money in 
reserve. There is no predetermined amount for such a reserve, but most 
groups try to put aside enough money to cover at least one to three months’ 
operating expenses. The group itself usually determines the actual size and 
scope of the prudent reserve. Our experience shows that an accumulation of 
A.A. funds for unspecified purposes beyond a prudent level may divert a 
group’s attention from carrying the message to the alcoholic who still suffers. 
Groups with excess funds are encouraged to support other service entities.”    

c) A prudent reserve is money not held for normal use. 

d) The Area does not maintain a Prudent Reserve as typically defined – there is 
no extra pot of money only what is in the bank account. 

New process for the calculation: 
a) All funds in the bank account should be included in distribution. 
b) The finance committee can evaluate anticipated costs, such as expenses for 

January Quarterly, and adjust the percentage of working reserve to meet the 
needs of the Area Committees. 

c) Calculation would be based on what is in the bank on December 31st of each 
year. 

Considerations:  Tradition 2, 7 & 9; Concept 3, 9 & 10; Motion 92.3; Pamphlets: 
Where Spirituality Mix, AA Group Treasurer and AA Guidelines, Finance. 

4. “Remove existing caps on all past motions. Amounts to be reviewed 
and estimated by Treasurer and Alt Treasurer and adjusted as needed 
in the budget.” 

Background: 
How is the budget created and how does it work? 
The Area Committee’s Budget (estimated income and expenses) for a Budget year 
(January through December) is estimated by the Treasurer and Alt-Treasurer. The 
Treasurer creates a draft Budget in Q4 prior to the next Budget year. The draft 
Budget is based on previous year’s actual income and expenses and a best 
educated guess for the next Budget year through consultation with the Area 
Trusted Servants (Appointed and Elected) on anticipated needs for: travel, 
operations, and cost of services (Language, Literature, etc.) 

After the Treasurer completes the initial draft Budget, it is reviewed by the 
Finance Committee and then the Treasurer presents it to the Area Committee at 
the January quarterly for approval.  

What problem is this motion trying to solve?  
We have 38 line item expenses in our budget. 11 of those have capped dollar 
amounts from old motions. For 2017, only 17% ($18.9k) of our total expenses 
($107.5k) were capped by motions, while 83% ($95k) were not capped. Over time, 
the caps become insufficient and require new assembly motions even for a slight 
increase. This causes the Area Assemblies to spend time on administrative 
business details related to the work of the Area Committee. 

For example: Sometime prior to 1977 there was a motion that capped assembly 
seed money. In 1977 another motion was made to “increase assembly seed money 
from $150 to $500”. Over the next 40 years, several assembly motions were made 
to incrementally increase the cap for seed money to pay deposits on venues that 
were already approved by the Area Assembly Body. In 2016, a motion was passed 
that lifted the cap on venue deposits. 

How is spending controlled if we lift caps? 
We strive to Trust our Servants. Groups tell the Area Committee what services 
we should provide and delegate the business details to the Area Committee. 
However, we also need checks and balances and full transparency to the Groups 
we serve. The Treasurer provides detailed financial reports for Area Committee 
approval every quarter. 

Will our Expenses go up if we lift these Caps?  
Lifting caps does not automatically mean increasing our expenses. Lifting caps 
and dollar amount detail from motions allows the Area Committee and our 
Trusted Servants to increase (or lower) spending as situations and the costs 
associated with Area’s operations and services change over time.  

 

Considerations:  Tradition 2, 7 & 9; Concept 3, 9 & 10; Motion 92.3; Pamphlets: 
Where Spirituality Mix, AA Group Treasurer and AA Guidelines, Finance. 

5.  “Adjustments to the Budget that increase the total annual Area 
Committee expenses by more than 10% will require approval by the 
Area Committee at quarterlies or the Assembly.” 
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Background: 
The original makers of the motion, plan to propose the following amendment for 
your consideration at the Assembly to better clarify the motion:   

Cumulative actual expenses that exceed the Total Area Budget (approved in January) by more 
than 10% will require approval by the Area Committee at quarterlies or the Assembly.  

What is the “Variable Budget” that the Finance Committee Manages?  
An Area Elected or Appointed Servant can go to the Finance Committee and ask 
for funding approval for a special project, travel, or service that is not in the 
Budget. This is called the “Variable Budget”. The Finance Committee has the 
authority to approve or deny special expenses up to 5% of the total annual 
Budget. The Finance Committee reports these approved expenses to the Area 
every quarter and they are reflected in the Treasurers financial reports.  

What is the difference between the 5% Variable Budget and the 10% in this 
motion?  
Both are calculations against the total budget approved in January. For example: 
If the total budgeted expenses are $100,000 for the year. The finance committee 
could approve un-budgeted expenses up to $5,000 (based on income and spend 
plan analysis) and the Treasurer and Alt/Treasurer could approve up to $10,000 
for cumulative budgeted expense overages (based on income and spend plan 
analysis).  

Examples of Budget issues the Treasurer and Alt Treasurer must manage:   
Throughout the year our actual income and expenses do not perfectly align with what we 
budgeted.  

If some expense line items were over-estimated and funds are unused, those 
funds can be used for expenses that may have been under-estimated. For 
example. It can be very difficult to estimate travel, particularly for a new rotation 
when there are unknowns on distances required for Trusted Servant Travel and 
unknowns about quarterly locations when the initial Budget is approved in 
January.   

Income can be difficult to predict. Adjustments to our expenses may be necessary 
to reflect actual income and cash flow. Sometimes we may need to cut back on 
an expense if there is inadequate income. Likewise, we can provide more services 
than previously planned if income is higher than expected or react to unexpected 
cost increases to critical operations (archives rent). Ideally the working reserve is 
sufficient to manage these fluctuation without any need to cut back on planned 
expenses, but that is not always a reality.  

What will this motion change?  
Currently there is no requirement for approval at the Area Committee if our 
actual expenses will exceed our budget. If caps are lifted on legacy motions, this 
will provide a new layer of check and balance. This motion also allows the Area 
Committee to revisit our Budget throughout the year and revise our spending 
plans when needed. 

Flow chart of proposed new budget process. 

 

Considerations:  Tradition 2, 7 & 9; Concept 3, 9 & 10; Motion 92.3; Pamphlets: 
Where Spirituality Mix, AA Group Treasurer and AA Guidelines, Finance. 

                                                                                                                             

6. “That Western Washington Area 72 publish the Third Edition of Our 
Stories Disclose, A History of the Western Washington Area of 
Alcoholics Anonymous 1939-2002 to be updated through 2018.” 

Background 
Since 2002 many changes have occurred to our Groups and to our Area Service 
Structure. Recent surveys have shown that many Area members would like to see 
our history updated to reflect those changes. Previous Editions of our history 

have paid for themselves and our stock of 2nd Edition books is beginning to run 
out. 

Proposal 
a) The Third Edition will be divided into two parts: Volume 1: Area History 

will update and revise the general history of the Area contained in the first 
five chapters of the Second Edition and the history of the Area Assembly 
contained in Chapter 45 to include expansion of the histories of the Area 
Service Committees. Volume 2: Group History will be edited to reflect 
changes to all Groups, both current and past within Western Washington 
Area 72. 

b) The research, writing, editing and production of the Third Edition will be 
performed by volunteers and led by the Our Stories Disclose Ad Hoc 
Committee. 

c) The current OSD Ad Hoc Committee will remain in place with its Chair, 
Secretary, Past Delegate Advisors, and 8 appointed members, serving as a 
Steering Committee.  The book committee will be staffed with multiple 
volunteers with skills including writing, editing, publishing, finances, 
information gathering, and web support.  

d) Publication date is estimated to be 2021, allowing time for information 
gathering, fact verification, writing, editing, proofing and pre-orders. 

Cost 
a) Books will be printed as a 2-volume boxed set. Cost of printing is estimated 

to be $16,000 - $18,000 for 3,000 copies. (Note: The Second Edition was 
published at a higher cost per volume.)  

b) As in the past, the cost of printing will be offset through pre-orders of the 
book resulting in no financial outlay for the Area.  

c) The suggested price   for each box set ordered will be determined upon 
receipt of a final printing bid.  All profits from the Third Edition will go to 
the Area Treasury. 

Considerations:  Step 12 and Tradition 1 

                                                                                                                             

7. “WWA 72 respectfully request that the AAWS develop audio versions 
of Dr. Bob and the Good Old Timers and Pass It On.” 

Background 
a) In December 2018, a request was brought to the Grapevine Literature 

Quarterly to discuss an issues that blind members do not have access to 
Dr. Bob and the Good Oldtimers.  This created a discussion at the Grapevine 
Literature Quarterly about the need for literature for blind, aged, illiterate and 
semi-illiterate, broader usage for all members. 

b) A letter with a direct request was mailed to the GSO from the Area 
Grapevine Literature Committee. The Area Grapevine Literature Chair, 
received a phone call and email from Eva at GSO letting us know GSO had 
received the letter and the request should go directly to AAWS.   This request 
does not go through the General Service Conference because this request is 
asking for just a format change to existing literature and not the creation of 
new literature or content changes to existing literature.   

c) David Rosen from the publishing committee at AAWS reported that they are 
currently re-recording audio versions for the Big Book, The 12 Steps and 12 
Traditions, and Living Sober in three languages. The old recordings are 
outdated and do not work so well with new technologies. He said we could 
expect to see these re-recordings in 2018. He said at the present time the 
board has no plans to record the history books. Asked if it would be helpful 
to get a request from our Area for the recording, Rosen enthusiastically said 
yes – especially from an Area. The more people who express a need, the more 
likely it is to happen. We were told that thought our request would be given 
serious consideration, it could take some time before it can actually happen.  

d) AAWS does receive requests for PDF versions of the history books because 
there is a technology that blind members can use to convert PDF text to 
voice (this is what is available to hear on YouTube. 

e) There is an audio version of AA Comes of Age available from AAWS. 
Chapters from Dr. Bob and the Good Old Timers are available in audio but 
not from AAWS (YouTube) and we have no control over the quality. 

f) Suggested books for creating as an audiobook are Pass It On and Dr. Bob 
and the Good Old Timers specifically because of foundational historic value. 

Consideration: Step 12 and Tradition 1 

                                                                                                                             

MOTION 8 ORIGINAL BACKGROUND TEXT (for your information) 

This is the original full background text, as originally written by the author(s) of 
the motion, of what is now “Motion 8”.  This is a motion that was first brought 
to the Area as a floor motion last year but was not considered. It has since passed 
the quarterly “vetting process” and is currently scheduled to be presented 
officially as Motion 8 at the October 2018 Area Assembly. This original 
background text below is exactly as it was at the April 2018 Area 72 quarterly. It 
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is being included in this newsletter for informational purposes. A true group 
conscience cannot exist unless given the “full information” in order to be “fully 
informed”. 

8. “We respectfully request that GSO make retired literature available for 
download from the AA.org website.” 

Summary 
It would cost little to nothing to allow retired printed material to continue to be 
downloaded from AA.org.  We also see this as a great opportunity to embrace 
the spirit of Tradition Two going forward by leveraging this opportunity of the 
digital age. Retiring the print version of something should not necessarily mean 
that the digital version should be retired, also. This motion protects the minority 
opinion who would still want this “retired” printed literature to continue to be 
readily available to the membership. 

Background 
It has been brought to our attention via our latest Area delegate report that the 
General Service Conference has decided to retire the pamphlet P-6 “Three Talks 
To Medical Societies by Bill W., Co-Founder of AA”.  It quickly became clear with 
substantial unanimity that we do not want retired printed literature (not just P-6) 
to be made completely unavailable digitally as well. In fact, there was genuine 
alarm at the idea that when certain printed literature was retired that the digital 
versions would also be removed from circulation without further consideration.  

Some questions that came up were: Why remove the digital versions, when it 
would cost very little to continue to distribute them via the AA website? With the 
advent of the internet, why can’t the membership as a whole decide on the fate 
of the digital versions by their easily measured download clicks? And how could 
it be damaging to AA as a whole to continue to give people on-demand digital 
access to this material if they so desire; what could it hurt? 

The consensus was clear: if people don’t want it, they simply won’t download it, 
but those who do, still can. The financial cost of doing this would be practically 
nonexistent. And best of all, AA as a whole can now decide for themselves if the 
digital versions will either live on in service or simply be ignored. 

Intent of the motion: 
To give AA groups and members the right to decide, participate in and even 
appeal, by direct group conscience, whether or not retired printed literature 
should automatically be made unavailable on AA.org digitally as well.  

While we understand the economic necessity to sometimes retire paper literature 
that is unpopular or out of date, surely there can be no harm in keeping the digital 
versions of our retired printed literature available online.  

The intent is of this motion to potentially establish a new opportunity to take 
advantage of the power of the internet to help AA as a whole form a new level 
of group conscience concerning our own literature. What can be more important 
to AA’s future than diligently preserving the documentation of our past?  

If this motion passes, then for the first time, AA as a whole, anywhere, 
everywhere, will have the full equal rights of participation, appeal and decision in 
deciding the digital fate of conference retired printed literature, in the true spirit 
of Tradition Two and Warranty Four.  It also aligns the vetting process 
concerning the fate of our own literature even more closely with Warranties Four 
and Six. 

Implementation: 
We are asking that a new layer of distribution channel be created, the “digital 
only” layer, where certain publications no longer justified for printed distribution 
would remain in catalog and still be made available for one click download (rather 
than upon manual request from GSO archives) on the AA.org web site. The 
status of said publications would be “in current circulation, but digital only.” This 
could apply to “print distribution retired” literature that, for whatever reason, 
cannot or should not be printed any more, but is still important and relevant 
enough to not be relegated to the archives.  

We would like the conference, perhaps the literature committee or whoever the 
conference decides is most suited, to consider keeping pamphlet P-6 and other 
literature that is or has been retired available on the AA.org web site in digital 
format. If there are issues beyond lack of sales in printed format, simply explain 
the reasons the printed version was retired on the web site itself or as a footnote 
in the digital version itself. Then, the readers can be fully informed of those issues. 

The pamphlet (P-6) used as an example in this motion is also referenced in “The 
A.A. Service Manual Combined With Twelve Concepts for World Service”. (See pages S9 
foot note 6 and S84). Thus, it is already acknowledged as a fundamental and 
important piece of literature due to these multiple references to it in the service 
manual and elsewhere. Since it is no longer available in printed form and has now 
already been removed from the web site, then what good are these references? 
What do they mean? Thus, the full retiring of even this one example seems 
damaging and counterproductive to the preservation, historical importance and 
general availability of our literature in general. 

PROS and CONS 

PROS 
1. Allows AA as a whole the Concept 5 Right of Appeal to obtain the “retired 

printed” material in digital format anyway if they still want convenient access 
to it.  

2. Very low to no cost to implement if the literature already exists in digital 
format. If not, it is easy and inexpensive to produce.  

3. Distribution of this literature is a mere upload to the web server and a quick 
edit of a web page, if that is even necessary.  

4. AA stays true to the principles of Warranties 4 and 6, Tradition 2 and 
Concept 5. 

CONS 
1. Possible future minimal production costs from digitizing other retired 

applicable literature that isn’t in digital format yet. 

Considerations: 
· “The A.A. Service Manual Combined With Twelve Concepts for World 

Service”. (Pages S9 foot note 6 and S81 both mention a now “retired” 
pamphlet, P-6, “Three Talks to Medical Societies by Bill W. Co-Founder of 
AA”). 

· Tradition 2. 
· Concept 5. 
· Warranties 4 and 6. 

References: 
· Tradition Two: 

“For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority - a loving God as 
He may express Himself in our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted 
servants; they do not govern.” 

· Concept Five: 
5. Throughout our structure, a traditional “Right of Appeal” ought to prevail, 
so that minority opinion will be heard and personal grievances receive careful 
consideration.  

The 6 Warranties of Concept XII: 
The Conference: 

1. Shall observe the spirit of A.A. tradition, taking care that it never becomes 
the seat of perilous wealth or power; 

2. That sufficient operating funds and reserve be its prudent financial principle; 
3. That it place none of its members in a position of unqualified authority over 

others; 
4. That it reach all important decisions by discussion, vote, and whenever 

possible, by substantial unanimity; 
5. That its actions never be personally punitive nor an incitement to public 

controversy; 
6. That it never performs acts of government; that, like the Society it serves, it 

will always remain democratic in thought and action. 

(Warranties text is Copyright A.A. World Services, Inc.) 

 

Additional information for Motion 8 as provided by our Area Chairperson. 

“We respectfully request that GSO make retired literature available for 
download from the AA.org website.” 

Additional information obtained by our Delegate from the 2017 General Service 
Conference Background – Cooperation with the Profession Community 
committee.   
1. Three Talks to Medical Societies by Bill W. committee agreed to retire the 

pamphlet because the language is out of date and not a helpful 
communication tool.   

2. This is pamphlet is still a part of AA’s history and is still available if requested 
through the archives.  

Preservation of Discontinued AA Materials Process – 2017 General Service 
Conference Background 
1. When a pamphlet is discontinued, 2 copies of the final printing are 

permanently preserved in the Archives, along with a copy of the 
recommendations/decision to discontinue.   

2. There are a small number of discontinued pieces, including those published 
by the Alcoholic Foundation in 1940. 

3. A single copy of any discontinued pamphlet may be obtained directly from 
the GSO Archives for personal use only.  Archives staff may either send a 
photocopy by mail, or an electron version via email deliver.  Regardless of 
format, included in our response letter is a statement stipulating use 
restriction and/or copyright notice. 

4. Inquiries regarding use beyond “personal” are forwarded to GSO Intellectual 
Property Administrator. 

5. GSO Archives serves as a repository of AA history. 

http://aa.org/
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Copy Right Considerations 
All AA pamphlets are public documents. Therefore, as long as a pamphlet is 
published it will remain a way in which AA is publicly perceived. 

a. A page viewed is counted by anyone who open the PDF of the pamphlet 
from the website. 

b. A download can be done either on WWW.AA.ORG website or through 
direct link from an outside site.  (Currently 3 talks is not available on the 
website.) 

Retired pamphlets are always available upon request from the GSO Archives for 
historical reference. 

Digital download would be considered a publication and would violate the GSO’s 
copyright policy to not continue to publish the pamphlet. 

                                                                                                                             

9. “We request to replace motion 07.2 with: Translate the Western 
Washington Area Newsletter into Spanish, at minimum those editions 
which contain the minutes of the Area business meetings, then publish 
and distribute to the Spanish Language Districts, ideally within 30 
days or less than the English edition.” 

Current motion 07.02: “We move that the Western Washington Area Newsletter 
include a Spanish translated version four (4) times a year where minutes of the 
Area Quarterlies/ Assembly appear, then published and distributed it in a timely 
manner to the Spanish Language Districts.” 

Purpose:  
Enable greater language parity for our Spanish Speaking community by 
translating our Area 72 Newsletter monthly 12 times a year instead of 4 times a 
year. 

Background 
a) Newsletter translation costs have significantly decreased due to the use of 

customized machine translation (MT).  To be clear this is different from using 
Google Translate or similar services.  We have been training an MT engine 
with the language and jargon of Spanish AA for ~2.5 years, which allows us 
to provide acceptable language quality at a fraction of the expense of human 
translation. 

b) Our Spanish Speaking community has confirmed that the customized MT 
quality is acceptable, and better than standard MT. 

c) At the beginning of this rotation, historical data from 2014-16 was analyzed 
to establish the average translation cost of a full newsletter (content & 
minutes) using the previous methods, i.e. volunteers or single professional 
translator with the following results: 
$1,500 x 4 (~40 page) full editions = $6,000 per year 

d) After two quarters of MT + human post-editing, we moved to full MT plus 
formatting, which brought us to ~$500 per edition for an ~60% savings.  
$500 x 12 (~40 page) full editions = $6,000 per year 

e) 8 Newsletters per year don’t include the minutes from Area Business 
Meetings, and therefore contain only half the translatable content as those 
we currently translate (~20 pages instead of ~40), further reducing the 
estimated cost of the additional issues to <$300 per edition for a total: 
($300 x 8(~20 page)) + ($500 x 4(~40 page)) = ~$4,400 per year 

f) Because the current motion specifically states that the Newsletter will be 
translated into Spanish 4 x per year, we are required to request amendment 
in order to proceed with monthly Newsletter translation.  

Funding: There is no expected change to the originally budgeted amount of $6000 
for translation. Printing and postage expenses are expected to increase by $50 per 
month for an annual anticipated increase of $600.00.  

Considerations: Tradition 3, 4, 7 and 9 

                                                                                                                             

10. “That the Area fund the Area Corrections Chair to attend the National 
Corrections Conference annually, covering travel, lodging, registration 
and meal expenses.” 

Background 
a) This year the Corrections Chair was funded by the finance committee for an 

exploratory trip to check out the first ever National Corrections Conference. 
After returning the Corrections Chair gave a report to the Corrections 
Committee and the committee decided that they would like to continue to 
send a representative to the conference.  

b) The conference touched on an amazing range of topics – from how people 
conduct meetings when no CA, HA, MA, NA, etc., programs exist and some 
inmates identify only as addicts, recruiting volunteers, and sponsorship inside 
to name a few. It also presented an amazing opportunity to connect with 
other Area Corrections Chairs including those in neighboring Canada, Diana 
at GSO, Class A trustees – Christine Carpenter (Judge, Boone County Drug 
Court) and Nancy McCarthy (retired Regional Administrator, Probation and 

Parole) as well as other Correction professionals. We believe this conference 
is going to help our Area do Corrections work better and hope we can send 
our Area Chair to attend it every year.  

c) The Area has a history of sending various chairs to national workshops 
specific to the service position.  In 2012, the Area created an Archivist 
position and moved to have them represent the Area at National Archives 
workshops.   In 2015 we moved to fund our Web Servant to annually attend 
the National Technology Workshop. 

Funding 
a) In 2017, the Corrections Conference was in St. Louis - Total estimated cost 

including airfare, lodging, meals and registration for conference totaled 
approximately $900.00. 

b) In 2018, the Corrections Conference is going to be November 2-4 in South 
Portland, Maine.  Total estimated cost including airfare, lodging, meals and 
registration for conference approximately $1000.00. 

c) Estimate is that it is going to regularly be around $900-$1,000 a year to send 
the Area Corrections Chair to the conference each year.  

Considerations:  Tradition 7 and Concepts 9 &10. 

                                                                                                                             

11. “We request to amend motion 15.2 to read: “Area 72 fund our Web 
Servant and Web Chair to annually attend the National Alcoholics 
Anonymous Technology Workshop.” 

Background: 
a) During a recent prior rotation both the Area Web Servant and the Area Web 

Chair attended the National AA Technology Workshop in St. Louis, which 
they funded on their own. They found and reported to the body that there 
were presentations that were essential to both of their positions.  It was voted 
in 2015 and the Area Web Servant was funded to attend the NAATW 
annually. 

b) In 2017, the Area Web Servant, attended the NAATW and found it to be 
informational, innovative and full of relevant panels and presentations for 
both the web servant and the web chair and there were many panels and 
presentations that I had to choose between because I couldn’t be in both 
places at the same time.  

c) At the 2018 NAATW, Area 72 will be bidding to host the NAATW in either 
2019 or 2020, this presentation will be given by the Web Chair at the 
NAATW business meeting which is held on the last day of the event. 

d) Our Area web site is just one form of technology that we use in order to 
reach the still suffering alcoholic. At the NAATW we discuss many ways in 
which to use technology to reach those that are still suffering from the 
disease. The Area Web Chair is an essential part of Area 72’s link to the 
districts web chairs and helps to meet their needs while finding new topics, 
discussions, innovations and ideas to assist them in reaching the still suffering 
alcoholics locally.  

e) We believe that the NAATW holds significant resources for both positions 
and we respectfully request that Area 72 fund both positions to attend the 
conference beginning in 2019. 

Funding: 
Estimated cost for travel hotel and lodging is contingent on location of the 
conference is approximately $1000 per year for one person.  Approximately 
$2,000 for 2 people. 

Considerations:  Tradition 7 and Concepts 9 &10. 

                                                                                                                             

DISCUSSION TOPIC 

1. The Archives repository continues to be problematic.  The current 
facility is not ideal and recently had a leak causing damage to some of 
our archives.  A new facility needs to be located.  Additionally, the 
current facility rent is increasing and the motion that funds it has a cap 
that is below the estimated rent cost. 

On June 8, 2018 Area Archivist, Dean Terry, discovered significant water leaking 
from the ceiling at the Area Repository.  Water was found standing on the 
cabinets, shelves and floors throughout the repository. On June 12th the 
management of Western Mini Storage were contacted and made aware of the 
situation. It appeared that no further leakage had occurred since the June 8th visit.   

On June 23rd the ASC (Archives Steering Committee) met at the repository for 
the monthly business meeting. During the meeting the ASC noted the following: 
· Water damage to storage boxes, and documents staged for filing was evident. 
· No significant damage to any of the documents in the repository was 

discovered at that time. 
· Had it not been for pamphlets stored with the Bill W. autographed first 

edition Big Book, it would have suffered damage. The pamphlets absorbed 
the water. 
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· Black mold and floor staining were noticed throughout the facility. Example 

photos are available.  
· To our knowledge Western Mini Storage made no attempt to contact us. 
· Tacoma rainfall in April – 4.25”, May 2.8” which is low and we are concerned 

with higher rainfall months. 

ASC concluded: 
1. There is no assurance that this will not reoccur in the near future. Low rainfall 

the month that the leak occurred indicates the building is holding water in 
some manner. 

2. Black mold is an issue and can damage our historical items. 
3. Recent high humidly levels are an issue. 

The Archives Steering Committee feels it’s time to locate and move to a new 
facility.  The lack of adequate bathroom facilities, mold and water leakage are 
serious issues that are no longer acceptable. The Steering Committee is 
undertaking immediate action to research a facility for presentation to Area 72.  

To find a suitable facility we will need to revisit motion 01.3 which caps the 
repository rent.  This will be a different topic for discussion. 

Basic requirements for the archives repository facility. This is not an exhaustive 
list but some basic needs to mention as you talk with your districts. 
· Estimated 1,000 sq. feet 
· Secure facility 
· Parking for loading and unloading items and work parties 
· Climate controlled 
· Area for a "work room" to preserve, conserve and process incoming 

materials 
· Accessible bathroom facility 
· Ability to stay for an extended period of time.  The goal is not to move often.  

(We have been at the current facility since 1998. 

 

 
NOTES FOR GROUP DISCUSSION 
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2018 Assembly Program 
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ASL Calendar 

 

 

Flyers, Events, Forms, etc. 
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